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CINCIHO-QUQININE.
CIRO-QUININE, which was placed in the hands ofp cians in 1869, has been tested in all parts of the country,

the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Perueian Bark,

ai Quinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.

have tested CINCHo-QUININE, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."
F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

LABORATORY 0F THH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, February 1,.1875.

hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHd-QUININE, and by direc-

I ade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby certify that I found these alka-

di CINCO-QUININ." C. GILBERT WHEBLER, Professor of Chemistry.

i have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,

%d"'.e» cinekonine, and -gnc1onidie. S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

jlo~idaO Otlek form are contained the important alka- Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

n ote of Bark, so as th be accessible to know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

rInc es nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable,

.e found uinidia, which is helieved ta e a and all I think that you claim for it. For children
'nti rio und n Quini which is d tbe a s and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too

r anti-periodic than Quinine and the alkaloids easily quininized by the Sulphate, the Cincho acts

association, unquestionably prodtice favor- like a charm, and we can hardly see how we did with-

toe influences which can be obtaned fron out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.
ie aoeYours, with dtte regard,

Sti addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and J. . TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas.

trea rodic, it has the following advantages which I have used your CINCHO-UININE exchusively for

? increase its value to physicians four years in this malarial region.

Itexerts the full therapeutic influence of Sul- It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

oetg Of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppress- more agreeable to admnister. It gives great satisfac-

Stomach, creating nausea, or producing

nti distress, as the Sulphate of Quinine fre- D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky.

tdoes, and it produces much less constitutional I have used the CINCHO-QUININE ever since its

the great advantage of being nearly introduction, and am so well satisfied with its results

. bitter is very slight, and not un- that I use it in ail cases in which I formerly used the

.~Tthe bitenitver eliatea w nor Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during
.t to the most sensitive or delicate woman or he paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus

is less costly; the price will fluctuate with the [ose no time.

thjý,1 faîl of barks, but will always bc much lessW.E ciNKMDPen 1.

th niaa t ill alwa be that less I am using CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to act as

teliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.

t m iebthag t In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

ively, and deem its action upon them more beneficial

*eMiddleburg, Pa., cn refrain han that of the time-honored Sul hate.

April 13, 1875. ftW. C. CHULTZE, M.D.,
ste te cannot refrain from giving you my DosE TEE Marengo, Iowa.

t C y ce of twenty years, eigE C[NCHO-QUININE in my practice has given the best

i con wcti h of d s it f which were have >e Jaiin lf results, being in my estimation tar superior to Sul-

nection wth a drug store. 1 have used Quimine»htofQinadasmyavnaesvrte
ch cases as are generally recommended by the _lphate of Quinine, and has many advantages over the

%' e sion. 4 up e G. INoramp, M s.
frsen. In the last four or fve years I have used *, i e Northampton, Ma2s.

ihfrequently your CINCHO-QUYINE in place of Your CINcHO-QUININE I have used with marked
tkp, and 1 have never been dffppointeinm orCNHQUIEIhaeudwt akd

taJNn. 
success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.

JN.ons.INE, L D. M ACK Ay, M.D , Dallas, Texas.

% il send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CINCHO-QUININE, on recelpt of twenty-five conts., or

uce On receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, post paid. Speeial prices given for orders ameuating te one hundred

1and upwards.
WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

nZIOfliC, Ammonium, AntimOnY, Baruiu, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium, Copper, Gold, Iodine, Iron, Lead,

manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Silver, 8odium, Tiu, Zinc, e

Wir.Price List and Descr'tive Catalogue furnished upon applicatofn.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & co., Manufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.
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MOLLER'S
rUnEST nOaWEG:iN 00D-.ivER Oit.

DE BEschîE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says:
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBo'rrs SMITIl, .. D., M.tR.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It sBeasily assimilated and is productive of more imniediate benefit than the other killd Ofoil are."
DR. RfloOCKs, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give Our eIO

phatie recomncidation to so pure a preparation."
J. MARION SIMs, M.D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and have evor

reason to b. perfectly satisfied witn it."DR. L. A. SAYRL, New York, says : " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oiu which is Per-fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."
N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: "It is remarkably free from impurities"

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St., 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORK.
EEP constantly in stocor, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found in-. house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and ObjectV'by Powell & Lealand, Rosa, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc. ; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United States

of MEss. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturera. Also, Oer
1000 PRE P..A D OBJECTS:

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF TH1E SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Address as above.

SPECIALTY!!!
ANATOMICAL MODELS & OSTEOLOGICAL

PREPARATIONS.

SKELETONS, SKULLS (Adult and Foetal), PATHOLOGICAL PREPA-
RATIONS, ANATOMICAL CHARTS, MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS AND
INSTRUMENTS, CHROMOS FOR OFFICE AND PATILOR, PATENTI
MEDICINE CASES.

Inquiries promptly answered, and Catalogues sent. Address,

BERENDSORN BROS., 23 John St., New York. I
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\ILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT
for July, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition ; eloth, $4.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;
cloth, $4.50.

BEARD & ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELECTRICITY.

Second edition, revised, eularged and mostly rewritten. With 200 illustrations.

Cloth, $6.25; leather, $7.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second editioi; clotl, $4.50.

PARRISH'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGTCAL EMERGENCIES.

Illustrated; 82.00.

CLAY'S HANDBOOK OF OBsTET: FRIC sURERY.
Third edition ; *2.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. $4 75.

FLINT'S PIYSIOLOGY.

Volume 5 Completing the work. Special Senses: Generation.
Cloth, $4.50.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,
Publishers & Importers.j

12 KIITG. STREJMT -ElAST,
TO R ON T O.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

" It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its natur e
" I have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intets,

Lungs and the Meninges. and I eau affirm, and a great number of observers a i rm with me; that we have never seen cor.secutive accîd"el'
Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspira tion, Pb. 21, 24.

W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the g50 ofye
plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inle

of our own:-
FIe. 68. fr0"'

1st. Means of changing the puoîfrsi,
an exhaust to a force-pump, and1v y to
thereby enabling the operator nlo11
withdraw an abuonnal fluid, bu
ject the cavity through the tu"
needle of the apparatus with one
to induce healthy action.-See
on Aspiration, ,j. 276, 278.

2nd. The euployment in Our al
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap, 9ithi
neck, of the receiver supplied e lD
apparatus so securely that it Ca0 i
forced from its place by condenved
whîile injecting, or accidentally roto
whille the receiver is in a state of
for aspiration.

Fin. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The substitution, for the o
Cocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other app rffi
paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both I0

material.
4th. A simple and comparati .

pensive attachment for evacuati oit
OODMAN & HURT LEFF. contents of the stomaceh, eq a

N0"". superior, to any im use hitherto. at,
Commenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and Ainerican onues, lead us to bele

in some important particulars at least, they arc superior to any. t the
In his work on Pneumnatic Aspirations, Dieulatoy shows the harmulcssnsess of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority

ploring Trocar as a neans of accurate diagnosis in all collections of Patholo;ical Fluids. It has been used with unrecedented sO<31iU1
Retention of Urine, Reduction of Strangulated Ilernia, iu Ascites, Ilydrothorax, Empyemua, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the Per,
Serous, Purulent and Hematic Effusions of the Knee, Hydrocele, Ilydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, aud iii varions other Pat
Lesions.

PRICES OF APPARATUS.
No 1. Air Pump-exhaust or condensing as described ; 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel.plat' 14

oz. receiver, of strong glass, with screw cap; three steel, with two Needles, tubes, .'c., in case............
gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the neccssary No. 4. Stonch Attachment, as described, adapted to pl;,,l 0
tubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown iii Fig. 68, fitted in a ieat accomspanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional..............
case, accompanied with printed directions ................ 18 00 T/i fore<inîg a re the foaduct of our onu factory, and r

No. 2. The saine, without receiver and with rubber stopper warranted in e re'spect.
(See Fig. 69) to fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Also, Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-plaid,
less, instead of screw-cap arrangement, also with printed n ail, on rcecipt of..............................
directions ........................................ .16 00 W F Iul" diiescription on a/i/>licaltion

An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF, I.
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BO

N.B.-Sec our other advertisement in alternate numbers of this journal.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

HE attention of the Medical profession is called to the great benefit that bas been derived by those who bave fo
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use has been to those who are suffering from partial hro , c

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhœa, depending on those defects : by removing t
it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons suffering from a lax, or pendulous sta ad
abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perinea P
also be attached to the Supporter when required. 1alle

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its e
and efficiency :-
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin IIenwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Auguatus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.
J. Maekelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. ]idley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.
M. Lavell, M.D., Kingaton. . J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.
W. H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.

Pmîon, from $7 to $10. Please send measurement around largest part of the hipg. t o
MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West,
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T. MORSON & SON,
a s3 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
WORKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORXS, LOMERTON E., LONDON,

MANUFACTURERS OF

ýUre Chemicals and all New Medicines.
SPECIALTIES. i h- M f

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

PEPSINE PREPARATIONS. (The Original Engis anuaâct
PEPSINE PORCI, Pure.
PEPSINE POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
PEPSINE WINE.
PEPSINE LOZENGES.
PEPSINE GLOBULES.
PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)

N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by all Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

lut Hm G MiR-IGt UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

MANUFACTURER OF MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

T HE Session of 1875-6 will commence Oct. 1, 1875, and
continue for six months.

AND A course sep5arate, but equal, for women.

"RTHOPoDICAL INSTRUMENTS, FEES.-To residents of Michigan, $25 for the first year;
)0 $ 1 for eahsubsequent year. To ail others, $45 for the

SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. irst year $20 for each subsequent year.
For circulars containing full information, address

aà 
DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY,

y- odermic S Ann Arbor, Michigan.
rAxilla Thuermometers, p y nge

Iaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for
Surgical purposes, HlawksleY's Metallie

Stethoscopes, E lastie Stockinges,
Apparatus for Club Foot,

Bow Legs, Spine
Diseases, &c.

estrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

TO PHYSICIANS.

BURRINGTON'S
top (DR. WADSWORTH'S)

UTERINE ELEVATORs
q HE most simple and practical of any Stem Pessary ever

i~invented; made of India Rubber, wvithout lead, unirri-

tating, of easy applicationd and unfailingly keeps the womb
in its natural position. The first-class physicians in Provi-
dence, and eminent practitioners in almost every State, highly
recommend it. A pamphlet describing it, and testimonials of

distinguished Physicians, also Price List, sent on application.
H. H. BURRINGTON,

advertiser offers for sale his Practice, with a Part- So.e Proprietor, Providence, R. I.
Ilership interest in a good Drug Business, situated in Sole Prprietrumens rlly

%t town ; surrounding country unsurpassed. A gentle- Alo' for sale by dealers ln Surgical Instruments gener.lly

fi Possessing a small capital, will find this an excellent

tniy for establisbing himself ii a town practice. To people, of t ither six. younz or old. make more
etoryat

t
7 reasons for selling. Terms easy $20 for ihi pare moments. or all the time. than

es8 "Doctor," care of Da. J. FULTON, LANcHT Office, U eyt ai work oru in t r]& po.st car to tail s u ti. but

one cent. Adciress G. STINSON & CO., Portland. Maine,

urers.)
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JEFFERMON MEDICÂL OOLLE0G
PHILA )ELPHIA.

The ifty First Session of the Jefferson Medical College will begin on Monday, 4th October, 1875. and will continue unMarch, 17. PRELIMINARY LECTURES will be held from Monday, 6th September.
PROFESSORS.

JoSEPH PANCOAST, M.D., General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy (Eneritus.)SAMUEL D. GRoSS, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L. Oxon., Institutes and Practice of Surgery.ELLERSLIE WALLACE. M.D., Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.B. HowARD RANDY, M.D., Chemistry.
JOHN B. BIDDLE, M.D.. Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.J. AITKEN MEIGs, M.D.. Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.J. M. DA COSTA, M.D., Practice of Medicine.
WILLIAM. H. PANCOAST, M.D., General. Descriptie, and Surgical Anatomy.Speci al courses are also given on the following subjects:
DERMATOLOGY and SYPHILITIC DISEASEs, by Dr. F. F. MAURY, one of the Surgeons to the Philadelphia Hospital.PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, by Dr. W. W. Keen one of the Surgeons to the St. Mary's Hospital. is,OPERATIVE SURGERY, with operations on the ëadavor, by Dr. JOHN H. BRINTON, one of the Surgeons to the Philadelphia "Co*OPHTHALMOLOGY nd OTOLooY are treated both clinically and didactically during the entire course, by Dr. WILLIAM T110L50$fof the Surgeons to the Witls Opbtbatmic Hlospital.

LARYNGOSCOPY with DISEASES oF THE THROAT, by Dr J. SOLIS-COHEN.
ToxICOLoOY, by Dr. HENRY LEFFMAN.
The DEMONSTRATOR of Surgery, Dr. J. EWiNG MEARS, delivers a distinct course of Demonstrations of Surgery, with illustrti'"the Cadaver, during the entire session.0
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY with Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, the Examination of Normal and A bnormal Prode

t
sl rfManipulatiun by the Student himself, is taught by the DEMONSTRATOR of Chemistry, under the super.ision of the Profe<>Chemistry. funs es/'PRATTICAL ANATOMY and MORBID ANAToMY. For the study of Practical Anatomy, a full supply of material is furnished tocharge. The Anatomical Rooins are spacious and provided with every convenience, and not only are subjects for dissOctobe had without expense, but there are no incidentaI or extra charges of any kind. I'oCLINICAL INSTRUCTION 18 given daily at the College. The SURGICAL CLINIC is held on Wednesday's and Saturday boeàfessors GnLoSS, JOSEPH PANCOAsT, and W. H. PANCoAsT. The MEDICAL CLINIC, on Mondays and Thu'sdays, by Profs ABIDDLE, and MEIGS. The CLINIC of Diseases of Women a' d Children, on Tuesday, by Prof. WALLACE. The CLINIC of toe#0the Eye and Ear, on Fridmys, by Dr. THomBoN. 'fe PPNNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL is near the Coltege, and the corps Of e100 1,-includes Profs. DACOSTA and MEIGs. Prof PANCoAST and Drs. MAURY and RRINroN are connected with the staff of the -PàPHiA HosPITAL.

For a full Course . . . . FE .40
Matriculation Fee, (paid once only) 5. . . . . . . . . $
Graduation Fee . . .. .3

A SUMMER COURSE of Supplementary Lectures is given, beginning 27th March, 1876, and extending through the months Of reMay, and June. There is no additional charge for this Course to Matriculates of the College except a registration fee of fieThe Annual Announcement will be sent on application to

3. e. STEWAD,
OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH

AND

FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS,
AND THE

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
OF ENGLAD AND AMERICA.

By Special Appointnent.

406 and 66 Strand, 54 Corniil1 and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
Lo DON, ENGLAND.

J. H. STEWARD'S NEW FIELD GLASS, "THE DUKE,"
au supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the Ashantee
Expedition-the finest Binocular now made.

SOLE MAKER of the celebrated " Lord Bury" Telescope, £3 10s.
J. H. STEWARD'S £3 3s. EDUCATIONAL MICROSCOPE, complete in Cabinet, with set of three powers, 1, 1 aDd iIobtive box, stage forceps and tweezers, including " Half hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester. th#
ILLUSTEATED CATALoUUES, gratis, post-free, or on application to the " Canada Lancet" office, wbere a sample______________________Microscope may be selon.

MICROS COPY. College of Physiciens & Surgeonsç Ont0aîiD. otioo
NOTICE is hereby given, tbat the prefessienal ellXIo - 1RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellow - et the College of Physiians & Sureons '" of- Royal Microscopical Societyof London, Lecturer on Microscop., both primary and final, will be held in the Convocatio

Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinationsof Diseases and Toronto University, coimencing on the 28th of Sept,
Excreta of the bode also, of Toxicological (ndflitions in comtexion at 9 o'Clock A.M. By order of the President.
with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupis. THOMAS PYNE, ReYorkville, Toronto. August 18th, 1875.
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COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
Corner of Twenty-third Street and Fourth Avenue, New York.

SIXTY-NINTH SESSION, 1875-76.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

N
4

0iZO CLARK, M.D., President and Professor of Path- 1 FRANCIS DELAFIELD, M.D., Adjunct Lecturer on

0lOgy and Practical Medicine. Pathology and Practical Medicine.

4ARD PARKER, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery. JOHN G. CURTIS, M.D., Adjunct Lecturer on Physiology

C. DALTON, M.D., Professor of Physiology and and Hygiene.

Igiene. WILLIAM DETMOLD, M.D., Professor Emeritus of Military
UEL. ST. JOHN, M.D., Professor of Chemistry and and Clinical Surgery.

liaMedical Jurisprudence. WILLIAM H. DRAPER, M.D., Clinical Professorof Diseases
M.D. Professor of Surger of the Skin.

' GAILLARD THOMAS, M.D., Professor of obstetrics and CORNELIUS R. AGNEW, M.D. Clinical Professor ofDiseases
the Diseases of Women and Children. of the Eye and Ear.

40qT. METCALFE, M.D., Professor Emeritus of Clinica ABRAIHAM JACOBI, M.D. Clinical Professor of Diseases of
edicine. Children.

A.&IS W. McLANE M.D., Adjunet Professor of Obstetrics FESSENDEN N. OTIS, M.D., Clinical Professor of Venereal

anudthe Diseases of Women and Children. Diseases.

i OMAS T. SABINE, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Anatomy. EDWARD C. SEGUIN, M.D., Clinicat Professor of Diseases
I1tLES F. CHANDLER, Ph.D., Adjunet Professor of of the Mind and Nervous System.

'WARD CURTIS, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and CHARLES McBURNEY, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Therpeutics. CH ARLES KELSEY, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator.

IN THE PLAN OF INSTRUCTION adopted in this Institution, Clinical Teaching constitutes an important and
16nent feature, all the practical subjects treated of in the Didactic Course being fully illustrated at the bedside. In

y' furtherance of this objeet, the extensive Hospitals of New York, of which the Bellevue Hospital, the Charity Hospital,
akwell's Island, the Roosevelt Hospital, the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, and the New York Eye and Ear

th, frary are the largest and most efficient, furnish ample fields for instruction and study. To all of these the Faculty of

CI? ollege resort for the purposes of practical instruction, Cliniques being held daily in one or more of them. Besides the
lcal Lectures given at the Hospitals, there are nine Cliniques each week at the College Building, viz.:

0 .rgical Clinique, by Prof. PAKKER, every Monday at 12 M. Surgical Clinique by Prof DETMoLD, every Wednesday at 3 P.x
Itrlue for Diseases of Skin, by Prof. DRAPER, every Medical Clinique, by Prof. CLARK, every Thursday at 12 P.M.

OphMonday gt 3 P.m. Venereal Clinique, by Prof. OTIs, every Thursday at 3 P.M.

C hthalmic Clinique, by Prof. AGNEW, every Tuesday at 3 P.M. Female Clinique, by Prof. THoMÂs, every Friday at 3 P.M.
ne for Diseases of Children, by Prof. JACOBI, every Clinique for Nervous Diseases, by Prof. SEGUIN, every

Wednesday at 1i P.m. Saturday at 3 P.M.

SUMMER SES SION-
FACULTY.

L. LITTLE, M.D., Lecturer on Operative Surgery FRANCIS DELAFIELD, M.D., Lecturer on Pathological
and Surgical Dressings. Anatomy.
RGE G. WHEELOCK, M.D., Lecturer on Physical ROBERT F. WEIR, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Male

Diagnosis. Pelvic Organs.
RATTON BALL, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the JOHN G. CURTIS, M.D., Lecturer on Injuries and Diseases
idneys. of the Blood-vessels.

The Summer Session of 1875 will commence on Monday, March 15th, and will continue until the middle of June. Two
%tic Lectures will be given daily during this course, and the College Cliniques held as usual. Instruction in Practical

to tistry will be given in the Laboratory under the supervision of Professor ST. JOHN, with the aid of competent assistants
o1 O5e who wish to make themselves personally familiar with the more important manipulations in chemical analysis.

tretion will also be given in Physical Diagnosis, and obstetrical cases furnished to the class. No additional charge

r i made, for the above, to students who take the General Ticket for the Sunimer Session. Certificates of attendance
f this course will be counted as time spent in the study of medicine under the direction of a practitioner. Matriculation

ee, $5; valid for the year. General Ticket to all the Lectures, $30. For each separate ticket $5.

RI-UJLARJ S¯'lSIOIT.
The Regular Course of Lectures for the Session of 1875-76 will commence on Friday, the first day of October, 1875,

d ll continue until the following March. This course will consist of from five to six Daily Lectures in the various

46tie">ents of Medicine and Su"gery, both elementary and practical, together with Daily Clinical Lectures. delivered both
tCollege and at the larger Hospitals.

tiekatriculation Fee, $5; Fees for the full Course of Lectures by all the Professors, $140; for each separate ticket, $20;

et of the Demonstrator of Anatomy, $10; Graduation Fee, $30.
The Tickets are to be taken at the beginning of the Session. Students who have attendad two full courses in this

o4 ego, or who, having attended one full course in some regularly established medical school, shall eubsequently attend

ofth. ' course in this College, are admitted to a third course of lectures on paying the matriculation fee only. Graduates

7,V' school are admitted without fee. Graduates of other regular schools, who have beon in practice three years, and

se oIogical Students, are admitted on general ticket by paying the matriculation fee. Rccent Graduates of other regular

th.0ols, and students who have alreadv attended two full Courses of Lectures, are admitted to this College on payment of
4,atriculation fee and $70. Students are requested on their arrival in this city, to call at the College and register their

with the Clerk, Mr. Boag, who will give them all necessary information and aid ther in obtaining board.

orL the Annual Catalogue, and further information, address the Secretary of the Faculty, THOMAS T. SABINE, M.D.,
OQ Eo PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, CORNER OF 

2
3aD STREET AND 4Tr AVENUE, NEw YoRK.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the ProfessiO
generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifor¤
strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANOREATIld

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In allcases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreatieEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringstrength and appetite ; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which theyassist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with wb• if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation
prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is large
used in England.
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of Pancreatine witht

Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid•PEPTODYN, the New DigestiveDigests all kinds of Food-the FARINAcRous, FiEi$oJPEPTOD N, theNew Diesti , and OLEAGINOUS, (being a combination of the 001eJ
active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.)

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grain of stares
BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Rà

e Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and a
digeated Food, bas recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of empleso
Starch, in the forn of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourish0

in the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronclhit 0
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breatIf'
spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forme for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the DolnillI
and America.

Detroit ledical College.
SESSIONS OF 1875-76.

PRELIMINARY SESSION opens September 18t, and con-
tinues one month.

REGULAR SESSION opens October 6th, and continues
five months.

RECITATI ON SESSION opens March 10th, 1875, and con-
tinues four months.

Three Hospitals and two large Dispensaries furnish an
abundance of clinical material for illustrative and practical
teaching. One or more clinices is held daily.

All lectures are delivered on Hospital grounds, Senior
students have daily practice in the art of examining patients.

The peculiar feature of this school is the intimate union
between its clinical and didactie instruction.

FEES for Preliminary and Regular Sessions : Matricula-
tion, $5; Hospital fees (good for one year), $10 ; Lecture
fees. $40; Graduation, $25; Lecture fees to third course
students, $25.

For the Recitation term, the lecture fees are $10 to those
who attend the other courses. All others are required to
matriculate and take out Hospital tickets.

Announcement o further information can be promptly
obtained by addres ng

LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., Secretary,

94 Cass Street, Detroit, Mich.

ROYAL COLLEGE
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONst

IN AFFILIATION WITH

Uueen's University, Kingston.
.f a.DIKO : CS

J. R. DICKSON, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond.; M.
Eng. ; F.R.C.S. Edin. ; President and Prof. of Cl1n
Surgery.

FIFE FOWLER, M. D., L.R.C.S. Edin. Registrar
Prof. of Materia Medica. of

HORATIO YATES, M.D. Principles and Practice
Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.

IICIIAEL LAVELL, M.D. Obstetrics and Diseas O
Women and Children.

MICHAEL SULLIVAN, M.D. Surgery and Surg¢
Anatomny. ji

OCTAVIUS YATES, M.D. Institutes of Medicine
Sanitary Science.

TUHOMAS R. )UPUIS, M.D Descriptive and Re'
Anatomy.

JAMES NEISIH, M.D, Botany.
NATHAN F. DUPUIS, M.A. Chemistry and PrSC

Chemistry.
ALFRED S. OLIVER, M.D. Medical Jurisprudence'.
HERBERT J. SAUNDERS, M.D. M.R.C.S. Engla

l>ractical Anatomy. t0wo
The next winter Session begins on the lst Wednesday Of Oct01875. Students attending tlis College may obtain either thed rM. D. or the Licence of the College. Certificates of attendan 0

recognized by the London and Edinburgh Colleges. Thebuilding, which is being newly fitted up, is commodious andlent. Unequalled facilities are presented for the study of eAnatony, and great advantages are afforded for Clinical instruci bd
the General Hospital, and Hotel Dieu. Further infornatiOn
had on application to the Registrar.

FIFE FOWLER, M.D., L.R.C.S .
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part is perfectly healthy, soft, and not thicker than

TD 1 usual, and moves very readily on the inner surface
E ANADA L CET. futhe contracted muscle.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF This disease is very différeut in its nature and
consequences from the ordinary stricture of the

MI'DICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE. rectum, and it is of considerable importance to the

patient, (and the diagnosis also to the reputation of

the surgeon) that it should be distinguished from
vIII. TORONTO, SEPT. Ist, 1875. No. 1 the latter in praptice. I the former the affection

- is functional, and the prognosis favorable;- in the

Oiiînl mi~aî~ latter the disease is organic and the termination

generally very mucli the contrary. On a slight

0 AN UNCOMMON AND PAINFUL IS examination we should generally confound the two

0SE OF THE RICTUM NOT DESCRIBED diseases, but when carefully considered they may be

' BOO KS. distinguished from each other. n both aues the

foeces will be found flatter.ed in shape, small in size

BY H. B. EVANS, M.R.C.S., KINGSTON. and sornewhat twisted, but other symptoms present
a narked diffrence. u organic stricture of the

edisease 1 am about to describe is fortunatel rectum its situation is ceneralle two or three inches

at gp rps above the external sphincter, and there is a sound

i '1fdIng it, when it does happen, render a know- natural portion of the bowel between the stricture

f it essential to every surgeonl, withbut whîic and this muscle. At the seat of the stricture the

for him to afford the nuch desired coats of the rectum are fet to be more or less

thickened and ulcerated, and generally secrete a

1l1?rllg a longr practice 1 have m'et 'vith but two thin ichorous offensive discharge. This disease lms
whlst two others have deen indirectly com- impressed its mark on the constitution, as the sallow

14nIieated to me. Summing them ail up then, the counitenauce, morbid appetite, nd wasting of the

ymPtOas may be described as follows :-There ifs muscular system imply. u the patient there may

Sdifficulty always attendinC, defecation, which be generally traced some cancerous, scrofulous, or

'"IXtaediately followed by intense aaony in the venereal taint. On introducing the finger the

e dart of the rectum. This pain generally con- agony does not commence until the actual stricture

igfrom a quarter to haf an hour, and then is peached. f the functional disease the pain com-
8  entely until the next u ovement wh mences at the real opening of the anus, surrounded

tOlll pWhen the stools are examined they will be by the sphincter muscle, vhilst no alteration of

Very small in their diameter, flattened on structure in the mucous membrane can be detected.

surface and somewhat resembling a ribbon. There is no trace of constitutional taint to be

' 4 Iicathe effort to relieve the bowels, the spast of observed, and the general health is not immediately

eXternal sphincter is so intense that the patient affected.

'eolld often (rive up iii despair, a littie fluid foeces The following is submitted as a representative

ti f Passing. Sometimes the sphincter seemed case of tlis painful disease

O piosed to relax itelf and the stools assumed Case 1. Mrs. B., Ot. 40, has had seven children

e, parf appearance ; tum on no occasion were About twelve years since she became affected as

O f a perfctly cylindrical form. A digital above described. There was intense pain expe-
eaidnlnation of the rectum or by bougie causes the rienced on relieving the bowes, so much so that tue

th excry imtin pain, with violent contraction of act was avoided frequentlY wh n it should have

ephircter, sothat the singer i removod with been encouraged w oen effected, the motions were

erIltY. This contraction extends to the upper either liquid, or thin and latteled. 0f late the

of the internal sphincter, above which the general e alth bean U suffer, marked by a train o

re dsof the bowel is of the natural size. The dyspepti. symptoms, accompanied by neuralgia of

tinat Membrane of the rectum in the contracted the facial nerve. The counstenance was pale and
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bloodless, the bowels costive, and there was great C
mental depression. In the words of the patient,
"life liad become a burden"almost too hard to be BY A. B. ATHERTON, M.D., FREDERICTON, N. I•
borne." On making au examination with the spec-
ulum ani, so great was the agony occasioned that Case I.-C. T., male, teacher, St. 24.
syncope took place. This patient had been treated March 18, 1 873.-Came from out of toWn
for piles, stricture, and fissure, noue of which really consult me about his chest. dexisted. A slight amelioration of the symptoms took Previous history.-A year ago he cauglit col
place under the use of belladonna suppositories and several times, and one day in May lie noti-ed hi
laxatives, but no permanent improvement. heart beating to the right of its normal positol"

In conversation with Mrs. B. I found that a sister Hlad to give up teaching for some months, bU
of hers had been siniilarly affected, and that she during the last three months lias been able to go
obtained relief by applying to Dr. McLean, thenî of witb bis usual work. Has, during the whole y dr
Kingston, who performed an operation that resulted heei very short of breath, and lias ad also ar
in a perfect cure. I wrote to Dr. McLean, Professor c ough. A few days ago he fainted afr
of Surgery, at Ani Arbor, and received fron hiiu somle unusual exertion.
a courteous reply. ' He recollected the case per- Present condition.-Respiration hurried; con
fectly ; it was one of contraction of the sphincter tenance pale; weight, about 120 lbs.;- ordi0ry

)lotmuscles, and the operation for its cure consisted ve-ight, 125 to 130; tongue clean; appetite
in a subcutaneous division of the fibres of that good; pulse 100; feeble; apex beat of l
muscle." nearly an inch to right of and below right niPP

The operation was performed on Mrs. B. two or Left side of chest flat on percussion from clay1
three months since. A tenotomy knife was inserted down, and measures half an inch more in ci
on each side of the anus parallel with the rectum, ference than the right. (Last sumner was hs
and moved backwards and forwards so as to divide by attending physicians one and a half 1n
al the fibres within the sweep of the half circle. larger.) Very little respiratory sound or
Very little blood was lost. The operation was by resonance over two-thirds of lower left chest.
no means painful, and the patient declared herself' a.m.-Operation.-A snmall trocar was pl
quite relieved, and lias been well ever since. Thus into the chest between the 9th and 10th ribs bel
by a simple operation was the agony of years re- the angle of the left scapula. Having no 'P
lieved as if by the touch of a magician's wand. appatic cahetesis, h inua als

Case IL. This was really the first in the order of gum elastic catheter through the canula arn
evernts. A. R., a man just past middle life, who tacied its end by means of a short piece of rdr
had been a free liver as well as a hard worker, ap- ofi four and a baf pints of turbid-looking 8 eraI
plied to mue some two years since, with all the Patient artly fainted towards the end of the oe
symptoms above described, in a marked degree. He Ptint a fied tount the ente the
had been the round of all the physicians in the cion. A thesideratinamouto aippentg the
neighborhood without receiving the least benefit ppingneigboroodrubber tub)e. When properly înanaged, h0Weý8
On the successful terinuation of Mrs. B.'s case, hi- r bav e. then sple aaged, overy
came back vividly to my recollection, for , like he fsa
others before mue, had failed. I sought him out After t e operation, while the patient laY 0 i
eagerly, convinced that I was master of his case te the ortbe wle the paie la0îbuLn ertt a hthehdlf i eiec back, the whole of the left front was resonan'but s regret to say that lie ad left bis residence percussion, the lower part being tympanitic, fr'10,
sorne time. suppose, the air admitted. Apex beat of heart 10o

The case of Mrs. H., the sister of Mrs. B., was onu ich to 101 of right nipple.
similar in ail respects to the latter. Sbe was March 19.-Left side of chest a little sore
operated on about seven years since, and bas re- externally and internally. Breathing much
inained well up &0 the present time. March 20.-Soreness nearly gone; out of doO'

the day being fine. i
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March 21.-Left town in open sled without my April 2S.-Sometimes pieces of thick,
kn1owledge or consent. Rode twenty miles, and membrane block up the tube, and the latter requires
thlel felt so well that he walked three miles the removal, to let them pass out. Respiration in left
sae day over a rough road. This he could not lung gradually improving.
bave done prior to the tapping of the chest. The April 24.-Left for home to-day, in the cars.

ne evening, took pain in the left side accompaniedTo take iron and ., nd continue
With dyspnœa and feverishness. Heart beats over local treatment.
O right side as far as ever. IaY 14.-Reports by letter that li is gradually
M1arch 3.-I learned these last-mentioned facts improving.

b letter to-day. June 20.-Cavity holds about 3iv.
4 pril 2.-Came to town again. Breathing now Oct. 15.-Slight disclarge yet; but weight and

'eY short; pulse, 124. Had some chills last week, strength increased.
11one at present. Apex beat of heart, about one Case Il.-EMPYEMÂ FOLLOW1NG PELYIO ABSCE8S.

and a half inches to right of right nipple. Reson- Mirs. J. S., St. 40; always rather delicate; married
ante somewhat tympanitic in upper left side, pro- 20 years; no children; las had two or three at-
bably due to retained air. Advised to take quinine tacks of pelvic inflammation before present one.

'iyIture. April i5, 1874.-Sent for to see ber, and found
4 Pril 6.-Feels rather better. Anxious for an similar inflammatory symptoms again.

0Perationi. Trocar introduced near the site of the Api 28.-Pus found with exploring trocar, and
orner puncture, and there issued some very fetid ahscess opened in usual place, behind cervix uteri.

May 2.-Took a severe chil , with pain in the

Chloroformi was now given, and the probe being left side of the chest ; slight cough ; pulse 1.35-

4'm8ed through the canula, the latter being with- Opiates to be given Pro re nata.

'rwithe wound in the chest was enlarged by the May 3.-PUlSe 150 ; pain stili severe.
8rde of the probe till it would admit the tip of the May 4 -Pulse 140 pales pain.
ýngeru A rubber drainage tube was then introduced, ray do. -Somewhat improved; Pulse 30;

efAabout the size of a No. 12 catheter. Nearly tongue Lean; discharge from vagina has just

quarts of pus came away durig the operation. ceased ; no chilliness; a good deal of sweating

C ýavt3. washed out with carbolic acid lotion. (3j left side of chest haîf full of fluid ; hands and feet
01.) End of tube stopped with cork and the are odematous.

Qht bandaged. May 20.-No better. Aspirator introduced, and

Api 7. About one and a haif pints of purulent more than a quart of semi-purulent fluid drawn off.

niJ off this morning. Chest washed as before. May 27.-Chest has re-filled. Chloroform given,

repeated two or three times a day. and a free opening made in the lower left axillary

8.-About 6 ounces of Pus since yesterday spacet; a rubber tube was inserted, and carbolized

~I111, pulse 100. ou dressings applied; tube left freely open, i e that
4 -20 year;ning no air passed in and out during respiration.

Pack' of pelvicrginflammation beoe rsntoe

pulse 90. May 2&c-Pulse has fallen from. 130 to12
r1 O.-Fetor returning ; pulse 110. since the operation.

p15.-About the room; pulse 120; 5 oz. y 2ne .- sdefa of the feet and hands gone

fatid pus discharged per day. A larger tube pulse 120.

d to-day, and the end left open ; large com- yne 2.-Discharge not being free during the

hwet with carbolized oil, laid over it, as to last two or three days, a larger tube was put in.

tPafree ingress of carbolized air during inspira- Edge of one ib was felt somewhat bare with the

n ,ald thus obviate the necessitY f frequent probe ; a good deal of fetid pus discharged on
S with carbolized water. This was a great removal of the small tube. Dry, hacking cough
at the patient oi fis weak condition, continues as before.

l 8.-Fetor less since the use of the car- ;7une 12.-Hilas had a good deal of pain in the

ýity aol dressing; heart beats one inch to left of si le duing the last week, increased by motion;

Pple ; pulse 112. removal of tube giveS little relief; it is therefore
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kept in ; M to / gr. of morphia required every May 12.-Side as before. Heart beats over ofl
night and morning ; discharge free ; pulse 125. the right side of the sternum.

Yuly r.-Pain has ceased; moves body more May 26.-No sign of the fluid in the chest beilg
easily; pulse 12o. Large tube replaced by small less; the aspirator was introduced and about thre
one, the pus running freely now through the latter. pints of sero-purulent fluid drawn off.
Dressing changed three times a day to prevent May 3r.-Fluid re.accumulated. Chloroforn
fetor. given and a permanent opening made in the lowe'

_7uly io.-Doing well ; heart beats nearly in left axillary space. About three pints of pus
normal position ; pulse 112. away. A rubber tube was inserted, and carboliZe

july 29.-Was carried down stairs yesterda) ou dressing applied. Tube left freely open as
for the first time since first illness, four months case 1.
ago; during the day, ate too freely of green vege- 'le 7 ischargd
tables and raspberries, without attendant's know- per day. Carbolized dressing changed three tines
ledge, and this morning was attacked with cholera a day to keep down fetor.
morbus. Subcutaneous injection of morphia pro Tke a smaî poe or t a
re nata ; light diet.

Yuly 3o--Vomiting much better, but pain and to relieve dry cough and the pain caused by the
diarrhœa continue; discharge from side much less tube.
than usual. Astringent and opiate mixture or- i 7ine 28.-IMprovmg; pulse ii1; increasil$
dered. weight. Heart beats beneath sternum.

Aug. 4.-Diarrhœa and pain in the bowels con- 7uly io.-Cough gone; pulse ioo; one
tinue ; ol. ricini and tr. opil mixture ordered. of pus discharged per day.

Aug. 6.-No improvement; discharge from the tion 2i.oper ay. es iu of dOO"
side nearly ceased, but a good deal of fetor accom- Large tube removed and small one inseçted
panies it ; emaciation and prostration have become Dressed now twice a day.
very great since diarrhoa began. Stimulants and Azg. 3.-Very littie discharge; tube left '
nourishment have been given as far as borne. AUg. 24.-Side bas been perfectly healed ÇOf

Extremities cold ; mind clear. some days. Resonance on percussion good
Aug. 7.-Patient died. Respratory murmur heard nearly as well o îeft
Case III.-EMPYEMA FOLLOWING TYPHOID side as on right. Apex beat of the heart abOt

FEVER. J. L. Male, æt. 19. normal. Feels well, and walks about briskly.
Marci 18, 1874.-First seen by me when in Remarks.-The iast case is perhaps rendere

the commencing stage of typhoid. Convalescence more peculiarly successfui by the fact that severel
began in three weeks from this date. A few days: of the patients brothers and sisters died ofPhth5iSi
afterwards he had a relapse of fever which lasted and he is the oniy one left from among a fanhilY 01
ten or twelve days. 1 seven children. Case Il belonged also to a phthi'

On the evening of May 3rd, after having sat up 1 cal family.
most of the day, he had a most severe rigor,
accompanied by acute pain in the left side. 1 saw
him within an hou or so after the chill, and gave OUR PROFESSION FIIUST-MEMBJIZS
him a subcutaneous injection of morphia. NEXT.

May 4.-Very great dyspnœa. Pain continues
severe. Pulse 16o, it being about oo previous to
chill. Extremities cold. Ordered mustard to the There is an article in the Julv number of the
side, and opiates pre re nata. Inercan Jonal of Zedical Sciences, written' bY

May 5.-Dulness over the whole of the left side. Prof. Austin Flint, of New York, upon the
Pain and dysprua still severe. tural History of Dysentory," having r3fereflce

May 7.-Somewhat better. Complete dulness "sporadie cases occurring in salubrious
from clavicMe down. Dry hacking cough. climates.
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At the end of the article he draws five " practical following words: "The preparation would scarcely
conlusions,"y two of which read as follows have been noticed here, except that attention is

"2nd C t(yet))i el-iitddsae called to a new medicine, Coniô-selinuin Canadense,
4 2d. It (dysentery) is a self-limited disease, which nay possibly possess useful remedial proper-

"ne'k d f / bf and is vorthy of being further investigated."
1eor. Kerr was for yars engaged in experiment

" 3rd. Convalescence is as rapid when active seeking a remedy for epidemic dysentery, the result
nleasures of treatment have not been employed as bciig a combination of drugs having marvelous

'n cases actively tieuted." civ ative effects upon the diseases of the mucous

Prof. Flint draws these conclusions from a serii membranes. He submitted the whole matter to
0ef 1 the profession through its journals, supporting his

of Cases, ten cases treated upon the expectant plan, daims by the evidence of a number of medical
and forty-nine submitted to actual treatment, as lie men-medical nien, thougl Provincials-and from

terms it. The average duration of the dysenteric'time to time since, lias supported him by additional

dejections, under both plans of treatment, is some evidence.
unde boh pansof reamen, He bias requested mie several times to, communi-

ine days, the preference, if any, to be given to the cate to your journal my experience with lis eombi-
eýPectant or do-nothing treatment. nations, but I deemed it useless for one so young in

Prof. Flint lias evidently never tried the method the profession to do so, nor do I for a moment now

Of treatment that lias been before the profession for think that this article will produce any effect in in-

>'ySnrodcdbsr nKro at n ducing the profession at large to try what I believeyears, introduced by vr ti Kesc of O to be a boon to humanity. But wnat. is the reason 
ho has submitted at various times cases of pi-the lay men say of us That we

dentic dysentery, treated by his method, that should do not want a remedy that will cure quickly on
sIfficient to satisfy any unprejudiced mind of the account of diminisled fees," and that "we use

s$cacy of the method in that disease. some drug, fathered by some great name, such as

But to go further, my friend, Dr. broniide of potassium for the cure of epilepsy, which
0fm red *otine lias to be given for months before we can say whether
f linton, in your June issue submitted a series of any effect will be produced or not, more than inj ury

cases supporting the claims of -Dr. Kerr, one of to the patient, in preference to a drug that wil pro-
which, that of G. B., meets the requirements of a duce its effect and cure the patient in two hours?"
ciordi cas ofdsny a sain-n Or is it our siavish adulation of authority and great

POradic casr of dysenteryEho answers which.
bous northern climate." I can submit nine others,

e having been referred to before as occurring in
Y practice, by Dr. Kerr, in a communication to CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
our journal, and was a very severe case. The re-

lag eight have occurred in niy practice within ADDRESS BY DR. BOTSFORD, PRESIDENT.tle lat six months, three adults and five children,
aking tive adults and five children, or the same GENTLEMEN,

l1inber submitted to the expectant treatment by
r. Flint.
I Will not enter into the details of the cases as address you on this our eiglth anniversary. With

they are so similar in result, and will only say that one exception this Association bas held its meet-
the dysenteric discharge ceased in all my cases i i
Within twelve hours from the commencement of is io the peeae of asembn

edication, and convalescence was established or

Run inside of twenty-four hours, and there lias mn one of the oldest cities in the Maritime

l no relapse. In Dr. W.'s case the patient took Provinces; whidl with its noble harbor adorns the
two of the six powders prescribed, and two Atlantic coast of the Dominion. Perhaps the day

ays after was found at his work. is not far distant when a session of this same
If Prof. Flint's ten cases prove his five practical

s¾elusiois, do not the ten cases niow subimitted Association vili be held on that other shore where

PrOve anything? the waters ofthe Pacific wash its Western boundary.

h should not have intruded this upon your space Those among us whose heads are nearing their
it not been for the coolnesq with which the resting place inay not see this event, much less the
r of Dr. Kerr upon the subject have been gatherings of our profession in those intermediate

over. The U. S. Dispensatory, (edition of regions which must one day become the home of
1870) after describing the preparation, deems it millions; but you wh? have commenced the battie
eessary to palliate the offence of introducing sub- 1 of lifé, when the passing years will have left their1tfatter, submitted by a oProvincial man, by t w impress, and you take your stand between the
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present and the future, you will witness vast changes, fashion. Not merely in the past, when dogmatisffi
and in the meetings of the " Canada Medical prevailed in proportion to existing ignorance, but
Association " will find yourselves surrounded with even now in our own times. The evil is ever ready
brethren, coming from the different quarters of the to come to the surface. Those now living Wdl tDominion-from the Pacific coast, with its genial recollect how Broussais swayed the schools and how
winters,-from the valleys of the Saskatchewan and his facts and theories were accepted or rejected-
Assiniboine-from the prairies of Manitoba-from How every departure from a healthy condition Was
the old homestead Provinces of Ontario and regarded as the result of a sthenic state, and how, t
Quebec-from these Provinces by the sea, and you as a matter of course, bleeding and antiphlogistics
will reap the benefits which such meetings are so were the great agencies for dislodging the enemy. t
well calculated to confer, for they will embrace the Then again, diseases were ascribed to the failure
experience of the profession under varying climates of vital powers, and bloodletting was so little used t
and under many conditions. And gentlemen we that it was- lately treated by one of the 1 mOSt
must not be discouraged by seeming failures. eminent in the profession, as a " lost art." " BUild-
These are incidental to the commencement of all ing up " was a necessary consequence : and then
such institutions. The time will come when full stimulants advocated as the best means to arrest
success will crown our efforts, and our Association the flagging powers of life to such an extent that
will be commensurate with our nation. We must (with many practitioners) no condition would see 0

have our evening as well as morning to constitute to contradict their use And again the pendulnil
a perfect day. We cannot measure the results by swings, and already are there some who will not
present benefits. They will assume proportions allow that stimulants of an alcoholic character are
which will surpass the anticipations of the most admissible in any case.
ardent. For no matter how extensive the experience At one time mercury was the great specific, aldof the individual practitioner, how close his was pushed to such an extent that men felt the
observation, how powerful his mental capacity he remedy to be worse than the disease ; and frol the
will, if confined to a locality become cramped by ignorance which led to its abuse there came a re
its limits, and it may be his professional growth bound, and by some (wisely or otherwise) it iS
checked by an incrustation of routine so apt to repudiated and cast one side as a vicious poiso"-
settle upon us all. Throw the same person into A great change bas come over the profession a
contact with genial minds and he will enter upon regards cholera. It is not many years since its
new fields of thought, and receive as well as impart contagious or communicablecharacter was generJllY
new suggestions, and that in proportion to the ex- denied. Now it is generally admitted. Thus itis;
tent of country which may be represented. This theories rise and fall ; and medicines, which
bas been the case in other departments of culture, belonging to observed facts we might suppose to be
and will prove true when professional brethren meet, better grounded, pass through the same phases ; to-
for each member from his contact with disease under day used, and commended as efficacious, to-mlor-
varying circumstances will bring to light some new row neglected or condemned.
experience and at the same time will carry away No doubt a few active or powerful minds lead tO
that detailed by others, each having some special such results. By their force they set the new
opportunities in the wider field of observation, system in motion, and the mass follows; and " the
whilst the most cultivated will be benefited even in followers of a sect are always more inclined tha0
their own special direction by the critical shrewdness the founders, to push systematic opinions to the
of those who may be their interiors in their specialty most absurd extreme;" "and if we are to believe
yet their equals if not their superiors in other the recorded results of therapeutic research, co'
departments of the profession. ducted under complicated conditions, we shall be

Another result will be the modifying influence obliged to admit that the same diseases, have
which will be exercised upon the extreme of the equally well been cured by the interposition Of the
profession. The too hasty will be held in check gods-by witchery and priestcraft -by the InOs
by the naturally conservative, whilst the latter will sanguinary and antiphlogistic and by the mildestan
be stimulated to new life by the impulsive energies most expectant treatment; by remedies founded o'
of the former. And all will be stirred up from a the rational pathology of the disease ; by the
sluggish routine which dislikes to have its calm administration of infinitessimal parts,of nothing ; bY
disturbed, or drifts lazily away with the tide of peppermint water and bread pills. Each and ail
opinion and accepts the dicta of teachers, rather of these diverse plans of treatment have had their
than enter upon that strict investigation and careful advocates, who bring forward in their favor acctin'
line of thought so necessary to all progress. lated masses of evidence.

By such collisions of mind, may we not hope that There can be no effect without a cause. But toe
there will arise some check to fashion, which has difficulty is to determine, amid the complicated
lessened and stilt lessens the influence of the actions of the human body, what is the cause. An
profession. No one can deny the prevalence of yet there must be some one or other which shalt
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b efficient in the varying systems of treatment.
Jor if similar resuilts are attained, are we not
eOxIelled to admit that nature asserts her supremacy,
a1d in spite of the errors perpetrated, rises superior
to the depressing agencies arrayed against her?

en become the subject of disease, and under
every system throw off the morbid state and resume
a healthy condition. Many a nostrum has been
used and proved apparently successful in the hands
of the regular practitioner, and frequently the
torough empiric can parade the cures which have
attended his panacea. And both the regular and
the empiric have succeeded, not because their
retedies were beneficial in themselves (in many
eases they may have been injurious) but indepen-
dently of the means used. We have, therefore, to
o0ok for a reason why this should be ; why j udicious

1%eaIs shall fail in the hands of one man, and why
Itert, or it may be injudicious medication, shall be
attended with favorable results in the hands of
ailother. It is a common experience to witness the
eventual failure of the theories, or of the medicines
Wlhich have been initiated by strong and ardent

uds because they are unphilosophically based,
yet the success which has attended theories,
det0onstrates the necessity of looking for some
Principle beyond mere physical agencies, some
i1derlying cause for the success which follows the

th e orvarying treatment. It may be urged that
vis medicatrix " explains the difficulty ; but

at Power has been present in the same case in
hich the philosophical attendant has failed, and

inert globule has afterwards succeeded. We
Sre compelled inceilain cases to look further
or the efficient cause ; one which aides the ignorant
ePiric as much as it does the regular practitioner

ne which stimulates the force of the system to
tew1eed activity and to a healthy termination, one
thich is more than a natural tendency to a sound

8tea e ne which exercises a curative power when
nledinto play, and residing in the mid and

oceeding from it aids the physician, who enlists
s favor a strong anticipation more potent in

rt. ain temperaments than well adapted drugs.
s is no new idea. It is one we all recognize,

e one we continually overlook. We are so
lngaged in the contest with disease-so bent upon
fecting results by the power ofmedicine-that we
e prctically sceptics of the enormous force which
he rind exercises not only over the functions of

the organs, but over the structure of the organs and
,se themselves.

ti rown Sequard, who has devoted much attention
the nervous system, has thus expressed himself,

tower of the mind over the body is much greater
tat Most of you imagine ; indeed, I do not think

.any one among you, (he was addressing a

h)f e audience) however exalted may be his idea
the strength and variety of that power, has an
qUate conception of its magnitude within the
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bounds which I will mention." Again he remarks,
"'The cure of any illness which does not consist in
a disorganization of the tissues can be accomplished
when the person thinks it can be done. If we
physicians, who treat patients every day, had the
power to make them believe that they are to be
cured, we certainly would obtain less fees than we
do. There is no doubt at all, that if we could give
to patients the idea that they are to be cured, they
would often be cured, especially if we could name
the time for it, which is a great element in our
success." " I have succeeded in this way, and i
may say that I succeed more now than formerly, be-
cause I have the faith that I can in giving faith
obtain a cure."

Such are the opinions and experience of a close
philosophical observer, one who has devoted great
ability and ceaseless energy to the solution of nerv-
ous phenomena.

This is an aspect of our profession which
demands our consideration ; for though it has

been well determined that the mmd is often
seriously affected by the condition of the body, it
is questionable whether the body is not as much
influenced by the mind, and that changes may thus
be brought about even in the tissues themselves.
If this is so, it will give one solution why recover-

ies occur under the same or varying systems of
treatment, when the vis medicatrix cannot be re-
garded as the cause. This is a class of cases which
gives efficacy to, and confirms each peculiar system
of treatyent in the estimation of its followers ; and

it will be futile to reason with any one as to the
merits of his system, if he is conscious that he has
been retieved when using it. We can only do so
by going behind the systeri and showing that there
is a cause which is operative though not generally
acknowledged ;-a cause capable of producing re-
sutts of a wondrous character, and when recog-
nized sufficient to reconcile to sound philosophy
wbat now appears a mass of contradictions.

I do not say that this class of persons on whom

the mind is capable of producing such results is

very numerous ; but it is numerous enough to make

the results a disturbing element in our medical pro-

gress, indeed to such an extent as seriously to af-

fect the laity in their belief, and the profession

itself in its certainty.
There are sufficient reasons to make us suspect

that under anomalous conditions not only can the

functions of organs be affected, as was demon-

strated by Mr. Braid, of Manchester, but that
changes in the tissues may be the result of dis-
tucbance in the nervous force ; that this latter can
assume various phases, being transmuted into heat
or electricity, or manifesting itself in chemical
power or motion. Be this as it may, Brown Sèquard
gives one among many instances, in which nerve
force caused physical changes of a remarkable
character. He says : " A mother was looking at
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her child who was standing at a window with its
fingers on the border of the window under the
lifted sash. She saw the sash come down with
great force and crush the fingers of the poor child.
The mother renained unable to move, feeling im-
mediately a pain in the three fingers at the very
place where the child had been injured. The
fingers swelled, an effusion of blood took place,
ulceration followed, and she was a long time being
cured." How this physical change was brought
about, by what modifying power, it is difficult to
determine ? We cannot admit that the imagination
/,er se could have been the efficient agent, however
important the role it played in the occurrence. But
come from what condition of the mind, or tenden-
cies of the nervous system it might, this, and phe-
nomena similar in character exist as facts, and it
will be wise if the profession give them due atten-
tion. There may be very few among the many,
yet the principle involved in their production nay
supply a rationale for the instances which are ad-
duced by empirics as proofs of the efficacy of their
nostrums, and prevent the regular physician from
being himself misled, or misleading others. A
decided benefit will thus be gained. We will
wrest from the ignorant their apparent success.
We will make amenable to the laws of philosophi-
cal induction what has been vague and indefinite.
For however subtle the principles which are opera-
tive they will be mastered by a rigid system of in-
vestigation, and as soon as the phenomena become
tangible they will not long escape the penetrating
power of the medical mind.

Facts, no matter how incompatible with our pre-
vious experience and theories, will have to be faith-
fully registered, and when a sufficient number has
been accumulated, then some one will rise to the
emergency, and establish the law of their produc-
tion.

Medical science has always required patient re
search, and never more so than at the present time;
its foundations are based upon the laws of being,
and these laws are bound up with, and modify
every change in the organism. And as there is no
domain of nature but what may throw light upon
our path, the amount of knowledge requisite to be-
come a well grounded member of the profession
will steadily increase until it touches the inconceiv-
able. And if the scientists who can stand on thefirm
earth, and have to deal with matter in its more sim-
ple combinations, have still before them vexed pro-
blems and long years of patient research, how much
greater must be the endurance of the physician
who has to determine his certainties amid the
shifting sands of life, where the varying phases are
all but infinite and the organic forces and mental
powers assume protean shapes.

In May, Dr. Stetes and I went to Louisville to attend
the meeting of trie American Medical Association.
We were most kindly received, and they have res-

ponded by appointing six of their number to
present at our session. There is evidence that the
meetings of their Association are producing a Very
beneficial result upon the whole profession in that
country ; not only is the tone and standing of the
profession raised by the mixing of the leaders and
veterans with the general body, but its culture an
intellectual attainments force upon the public a
truer estimate of its importance. A late President,
Dr. J. M. Toner, says: "It must be apparent t
all that the concentration of medical thought,
the scientific aspirations of the profession of the
country, as expressed through this Central Aso'
ciation, are such that by its unity of action it e '
ercises more influence now over the public O
profession than ever before* or than would be P.'
sible without such combined association. This 'S
particularly noticeable in States in which there ha'
been recent legislation affecting the profession
public health." Again, " It is a source of sincere
congratulation that our medical educational inst-
tutions are rapidly enlarging and perfecting their
curriculums ; and becoming more thorough allô
efficient in teaching the science of medicie.
Too much importance cannot be attached tO the
attainments required of the members of our profee
sion, for " it is our distinction and hope that tO
cure its largest practical amelioration, society nfl5b
look mainly to us-our range of duty being the
whole organization of man in health and disease'
psychically as well as physically we alone of"
that wider field of new action which an advanced
society now requires. All that gives happie
assauges pain, prevents disease, lengthens
betters the individual or improves the race.-these
the greatest concerns of living humanitY,
carrying with them the principal morals of societY'
belong to our care. On them we are the OI
teachers that can speak with authority, or that, we
and by, will be listened to with conviction. de-
alone can make theory on them give way tO dt
monstration, speculation to ascertained fact, dou
to certitude ; and outside our pale there is
teaching nor knowledge that is secular beYOPd
what forms a fraudulent empiricism on one sI.
and a perilous credulity on the other."--( i
Times." the

There is a subject which I would subnit t th
Association for its consideration, and that 15,
want of a registration of births, deaths and marrigit
In some of the Provinces it does not exist, an
will be for you to decide whether a memorial fro
this Association to the general government th
tend to hasten that most to be desired action of
Dominion legislature.

* President's address, 1874, at Detroit.
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To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-I intended to have commented in the last
lumnber of your journal upon some of the proceed-
'ngs of the Council at its last session, but business
engagements prevented until too late. A delay,
however, till the next issue will prove no disadvan-

tage, and will perhaps satisfy the Council that the
Course pursued by them in connection with certain
Matters, is not likely to pass unnoticed, nor yet
escape criticism.

There are three points, in the late proceed-

ings to which the profession may very justly
take exception, namely : the systern devised for
elforcing the penal clauses ; the elimination of
th'edical diagnosis from the general branches ; and

the principle adhered to in the appointment of
examiners.

As an humble member of the profession-not
ole of the " thin-skinned " ones, referred to by Dr.
William Clarke-interested in its standard and

dignity, I am determined both by word and act to
protest against the manner in which these matters
have been disposed of.t

It will be remembered that a good deal of trouble
was taken, and time spent in arranging and man-
"tvering the present act before it became law. It

i not necessary that I should detail here the
various circumstances and contingencies that had to

considered and provided against ; suffice it to
say, the Council at that time were in dire necessity,
1n fact, bankrupt, and it was likely to become dis-

'eMbered--dissolved rather, owing to extreme
POverty. The students were rebelling against hav-

g to pay heavy fees, and after being bled tili the
1st shilling ran from their pockets, left to take
chaice against pretenders and quacks upon every
hand. The general profession also was in a state
of discontent, and displayed but little concern as,
tO whether " school kept or not," owing mainly tc

the penal clauses having proved inloperative. A
this juncture the Council saw a chance of replen
Shing their exchequer, and accordingly an " effec
'ie penal clause was offered as a quid pro qui
for an annual assessment. The profession, I an
satisfied, in accepting the condition did not expec
to have the prosecution of quacks thrown back

U'Pon their hands. Nine-tenths, I'll venture to say
2
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expected that some officer of the Council would be
vested with authority to prosecute in the name of
the college. As it now is, the prosecutions will
have the appearance of petty jealousy upon the

part of the medical men where the prosecutions
take place, and will consequently be avoided.
The registrar of the college, under the direction of
the Council, or its Executive Committee, is the
proper functionary ; and the penal clauses, I may
safely predict, will amount to nit until the Council
through its registrar compels compliance with the
law. How differently the course adopted by the
Council in relation to the annual assessment. They
have instructed the registrar, I am informed, to

notify all those who have n ot paid their fee to

remit at once, or they will be proceeded against.
Who are interested, I would ask, in having the
country cleared of unlicensed quacks ? No one out-
side of the ranks of the profession. In that case

and under the present arrangement, where then
are there to be found in any of the divisions, or

any county, one or two medical men willing to

neglect their patients and proceed hither and
thither over their respective territory in pursuit of

quacks? to say nothing of the obloquy and malice

they would be sure to encounter. Let the Council,
if they desire to have the confidence and support of

the profession take the prosecution into their own

hands, vest the registrar with the authority, and

pay him a salary, with travelling and other expen-

ses. I, for one, would prefer having $500 or $6oo

or even $8oo, if necessary, expended in that way,
rather than have the Council in session a day

longer than necessary, indulging in idle babble and

personal abuse, wasting the funds, and committing

themselves and their profession to open disgrace.
The plan as at present will not prove satisfactory ;

and there is no use in the Council beating about

the bush, devising first one scheme, and then an-

other ; in fact,finessing to shift the duty from their

own shoulders, in order, it would appear, to escape

direct criticism from one of the daily journals of

t Ontario. If the Council will only assume the duty

- and responsibility of enforcing, fearlessly, the penal

- clauses, the profession will very soon come to

o acknowledge and appreciate their efforts ; and will

i the more readily aid them by their annual contri-

t bution. As it is, the profession is indifferent, from

the very fact that the Countil pander apparently, to

the Globe in its free trade notions in medicine.
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The second cause for dissatisfaction is the eli-
mination of medical diagnosis from the general
branches ;-or rather, as Dr. W. Clarke's amend-
ment places it, the confining of the examination in
diagnosis to students of the general profession.
This concession to Dr. Campbell-for L don't con-
sider the Homœopaths, as a body desired it-was
wholly unwarranted, and neither in the interest of
the public, nor the profession. Dr. Campbell had
no right to ask it, and the Council had less right to
grant it. Whatever difference there may be in the
treatment of any disease under the different sys-
tems, I cannot see how there can be any differ-
ence in diagnosis. The rash, say, of measles, or
scarlet fever, cannot differ in a Homœopathic
patient, from the rash in a patient seeking medical
assistance under any other system of medicine.
How absurd in case of a fracture of the femur, that
the muscles in one patient should tilt the fragments
Homœopathically; in another, Allopathically, and
so on. Diagnosis in the profession, as I view it,
is the ability to distinguish one disease from an-
other ;--the ability to examine a train of symptoms,
and decide between cause and effect; the power
of discriminating between normal and abnormal
conditions of different organs and of the body
generally.

L have always felt that diagnosis formed, in
reahty, the only ground upon which the votaries of
the different systems could meet ; but Dr. Camp-
bell says not. He informs us that there are
"Homœopathic principles" in diagnosis. If there
are, by all means let us hear them. If a Homœo-
pathic mode exists of diagnosing disease, then the
Council have done but justice to Dr. Campbell
and those whom he professes to lead. If not
the Council then, in the interest of humanity, have
committed a grave blunder, and should, therefore,
revise their action without delay, and make diag-
nosis, as it should be, the common test ground of
the whole profession.

But if they are as self-satisfied, in regard to what
they have done in that matter, as they are in the
appointment of the board of examiners, then there
is very little hope that they will make any reform.
One would have thought that in selecting examin.
ers, in view of the strictures that had already been
made, they would have acted with a little more
caution. But they seemed to be governed entirely,
by their own importance, and, let me add, the

handsome fee ($7o.oo) prépared for themselves for
enacting another farce. That the examinations of
1874, in some of their parts, were a " farce," is
notorious ; for, in addition to a lack of confidence
upon the part of the profession, and a large nunber
of laity, some of the examiners themselves have
privately admitted the fact. It has been remarked
to me over and over again, by non-professionals,
" Is it possible that so and so has passed the
board ?" " Why he hardly possesses comrnol
sense." There must have been an equalizing
process of some kind adopted. And it has been
suggested, that the aggregate number of marks
made by all the candidates must have been divided
equally, and thus by a sort of systein of compensa-
tion the dull ones squeezed through. It is reallY
laughable to hear these self-constituted examiners,
specimens of concentrated medical lore, talk about
their " tutelage." One would think they possessed
more brains than all the rest of the medical men
in their respective divisions. Where did the n'e"
ber for " Newcastle and Trent" get his tutelage?
or the member for "Saugeen and Brock," his?P
or any of the other Territorial Representatives-
Dr. W. Clarke must represent an ignorant horde, if
out of 300, (a number, by the way, far in excess Of
what he represents), he could not find one fit to per-
form the duties of examiner. It is easy to see now
why some of these men, in arranging the present act,
were so anxious for a long term of office. TheY
had an eye at the time to a general mono polY
They wanted five years of office; the profession to
contribute liberally to their support; to allow the"'
all the honours, and submit to being told in the
bargain, that they are not fit to examine a student.
The profession is becoming alive to the way iTn
which things are managed. They plainly see that
the long term system will have to be changed. Lt
has been remarked that the longer the teri Of
office of any public servant the more arrogant and
self conceited he is likely to become-this is true
in regard to some of the older members of the
Council. It is indispensable, therefore, that an
early weeding out should take place. L wod
suggest then that the substitution of annual, or
biennial elections for the present five year systen'
form a feature of the contemplated amendments.
It would afford an opportunity for the infusion 0
new materials from year to year, as well as furn1ish' a
wholesome check against extravagance, and studied
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effort to shirk the responsibility fron whatever
cause, of enforcing any of the provisions of the
act, It would also conduce naterially to dispel
that childish vanity which actuates members of
the present Council in plaçing themselves year
after year upon the examining board ; and thus
serve to abolish a system as vicious in its tenden-
cies; as it is repugnant to good taste, and the
general feeling of the profession.

Yours respectfully.
MEDICUS.

King's & Queen's Division, Aug. 19, 1875.

THE EXAMINING BOARD.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

Sir,-A client on one occasion said he never
felt how mean a man he was until an opposing
lawyer sketched him to a jury. He was aware,
for the first time, that such a wretch was not fit to
live, and prepared to commit suicide ; but when
he considered the matter over, he felt that his
Opponents were not the proper parties to furnish
him with a certificate of character. The Examin-
iIIg Board of the Medical Council must feel like
corninitting hari kari after knowing that its several
niembers are " traducers," " revilers," " morbidly
vain," " selfishly ambitious," " overweeningly
vain," " childishly obstinate," and other choice ex-
Pletives, which I am sure are rare exotics and not
nigenous to the soi, in the editor's ethics. All
Parties have been indulging in a good deal of
igorous and plethoric verbiage, which tends not

tO good fellowship, and if both sides of the equa-
tiOn are equal, it would be well to drop the tu
qi4ogue style and '-' rise to explain."

It must be remembered that the statute only
provides for nine examiners. Four of these must
be professors of the medical schools. One of the
remainder rightfully belongs to the homeopathic
bOdy ; leaving only four who can be selected from
the profession at large, in Ontario. The resul
has always been that a majority of the Examininî
hoard were residents of Toronto, and four were
teachers in the schools. When outside examiner
Were appointed, the majority of the Board was in
Position to control and dictate to these appointee
o the Council, and did manipulate, to som
extent, those examiners whose interests were onl

for a day, seeing that their tenure of office was
slender, and that they had no representative
stewardship such as members of the Council have.
The returns of these examinations were sent to
the Registrar; and the outside examiners, at this
stage terminated their labours, leaving all their re-
sponsibilities behind. They were at no stage of
their work amenable to anybody for the proper
and faithful discharge of their duty, and could not
be recalled to answer for it, if found negligent and
unworthy. The Board thus became a creation of
the colleges, to as great an extent as in days of
yore. Wlien the Council met, it was found that
when a student felt aggrieved at the result of his
examinations, and asked for a revisal of his papers,
and a reconsideration of his verdict, the examiner
would not be present to answer for himself, nor
could he be summoned from-it might be-

the utmost verge of the Province, to give an

account of his stewardship. On the other hand, if

the examiner had a grievance, he could not dance

attendance on the Council at each sederunt to

ventilate his wrongs, without extra remuneration.
Such instances often arose, and caused great

perplexity, on account of the impossibility of

bringing the dissentients together. Not only so,

but it was found that in too many instances,
representatives chose personal friends, or those

who were active in securing their election, many of

wvhom were utterly unfit for the position. It was

often the case, that those chosen were flot known

to any member of the Counicil except the proposer,

and hie would not always vouch for the efficiency

of the nominated appointee. This became a crying

*evil, and was protested strongly against by the

students themselves, who feit insulted thereby. One

examiner could flot be chosen out of each of the

*twelve territorial districts, when only four were

required, and the cofisequefice was, that those

mnembers of the Council, who had the most influence

controlled the appointmeflts, thus caucuses, wire-

1)ulliflg, and reciprocitY, became the order of the

tday. The seven college representatives held the

balance of power in the struggle, and virtually were

the selectors of the examiners. I do flot say,

sthey abused that power, it however was in their

ihands did they choose to exercise it, and at the same

stime a quid pro quo demanded for favours granted

c in this respect. The writer, with other territorial

j~ r,-presentativese feit that it was necessary to effect

'é
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a needed reform, or the new system would only be
a duplicate of the old order of things, in a modern
garb. This brought about the present arrangement,
against which, the Editor of the LANCET, a professor
in one of the Colleges-protests with vehemence,
and dreadful menace, asking for a return to the
previous arrangement. This demand is somewhat
inconsistent, when it is remembered that the
professors of all the Medical Colleges in Ontario,
examine their students for graduation Thehighest
medical honours of the different Universities, are
bestowed on these graduates on the value and
acceptance by the respective Senates of the returns
of the teachers, and sole examiners of these students.
If the members of the Council are guilty of a
monstrosity in selecting a majority from among
themselves, who are not teachers, and who have no
personal interest in the success of the students,
beyond a general wish for their welfare, how much
greater is the monopoly of these bodies which are
responsible to no corporation larger than themselves,
for the faithful discharge of duty. If any change
be necessary, let it be of a general character,
involving the whole of medical education, without
respect to institutions or corporations. If the
LANCET be in earnest in desiring a change in the
present method of examinations, let its readers see
it advocating a radical sweep, commencing with
the Colleges, which take the initiatory, intermediate,
and final steps in Medical 1education This may
be done in two ways. Firstly :--A board of ex-
aminers, to be jointly selected by the different
University Senates and the Medical Council ; the
half to be chosen by each. This board to conduct
all the examinations, from the inception of a
collegiate course, as well as for license ; including
the control of the curriculum. No one to be
appointed as examiner, who is a medical teacher,
or a councillor. The returns to be made to the
respective Colleges for graduates and to the Council
for license ; or seeing that the different Colleges
are represented in the Council, to it only. Secondly;
the examiners to be appointed by the Government,
from the nomiations of the Colleges and Council;
the nominations of the former to be confined to
the graduates of each College respectively,-and
of the latter to the licentiates ; but no councillors
nor professors can be eligible for appointments.
Some such schemewould show that the LANCET
does not wish to uphold the selfish principle " all

yours are ours, but all ours are our own." I find
no fault with the present system, and believe it is
doing a good work, but, if others think differently,
let them propose practicable alternatives The
existing system has not been objected to by the
profession at large ; no remonstrances, petitions,
or requests have been presented to the Council
asking for a change, and "a storm in a teapot,"
does not indicate a war of discordant elements
outside. When our constituents ask for a change,
it will be by an intelligent proposal that will reach
the College programme, as well as the Council
Board, and that will commend itself to the judgment
of a large constituency.

It must not be forgotten that the work of all the
committees of the Council, whether that of the
Executive, or of the Examining Board, is super-
vised by the Council, so that any charges brought
against these Committees must be predicated of
the whole body. The unit, which includes the
fraction, must bear the responsibility. It is well
to keep this in mind, in discussing the next matter
of complaint, seeing that the ad hominem style of
invective has been used against a section of the
indicted body, to the exclusion of the remainder.
I have no duubt, all are willing to bear the respol-
sibility, and fear not the vengeful darts of Achilles.

One word in regard to the examinations is
necessary. The LANCET infers that because the
examinations last autumn resulted in no rejections,
it was proof positive that favouritism or something
worse had crept in. Such a statement is nOst
illogical, for it means that if none were rejected
(however well qualified,) it is a sure indication Of
" something rotten in Denmark." Few candidates
came up for examination, and of these were several
well up in years. On cardinal and practical sub-
jects, ali ranked high. On such subjects as Botany
and Sanitary Science some did poorly, but the
sum total value of such papers reached 50 per
cent. The proof of this is seen now in the
Registrar's hands. Would it be fair and honest tO
make scape-goats of some of these, in order tO
prove that the examinations were not a fartce?
Such is the reasoning ; when on the contrary it is
worthy of all commendation that the students
acquitted themselves so creditably. In the spring
examinations, a number failed, as far as I can
remember about nine per cent. of the whole were
found wanting on the day of trial. The LANCEr
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Seems to forget that it advocated a certain amount the high opinion I hold personally, of the Editor, I

of leniency towards those who had been old practi- am convinced it must have been a lapsus pennS,

tionlers, but were anxious to conform to the law, for we are told that sometimes, even Homer nods.

and came up for examination last autumn. With
considerable acrimony it charged the examiners
with exacting the pound of flesh, and now, forsooth,
they are recreant to their trust, because they may

DANIEL CLARK,

Princeton, August 16th 1875.

have taken its advice, in special cases. In the To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

LANCET of Sept., 1874, it insists that all Canadians, S --Your tim ly ri arks in reference Vo the

Who may have received British degrees should be appointing of medical exaininers require more than

exempted from the examinations. Such students a passing notice. On reading the discussion of the

Illight have graduated as surgeons or physicians, or subject, one is reininded of the old maxim, IMight

Obstetricians,-each of which does not include a is right." It is in the nerory of many that the

genierai medical education-afld asked to be licens- strongest argument, in favor of a Central Board, was

ed to practice ail the branches of the profession, the favoritism existing towards students by the

even if many of them were not included in the iprofessors of the College of their choice. The

British curriculum of these separate departments. adoption of the new systern was hailed universally

n fact five guineas gives the midwifery degree to by ail thoughtful practitioners as a great boon. A i

anfly graduate, without an examination. T lie fées matriculants and graduates to have ha u thifor

f such deserving young men might be remitted entrance and final course, was a grand step in the

but tey should at least be exained on those right direction, and the idea was certainly enter-

subjects that were not required in Britain to obtain tained that students would no longer be examind

the respective diplomas. To do aught else, with in any branch by their tutors, but that gentlemen

110 treaty of reciprocity between the mhigh con- of ability and unbiased, outside of the teaching in-

tracting parties " would be lax indeed. In refer- 1 stitutions, would be appointed.

ence to those who were coming up for examina- The mode adopted by the Board is certainly

tion last September the LANCET says :-" We are wrong. At present, I suppose the concentrated

glad to see this desire on the part of unlicensed wisdom of the profession and the Medical Board as

Practitioners to conform to the requirements of now constituted, are synonymous, and therefore the

the law, and hope Mat every consideration in the Board possesses the crcam of examiners. But this

iiterest of the profession will be given then." " These may not always continue, for it is noV always the

are the men (i.e., the Board of Examiners) who most profound and scholarly practitioner who is the

insist that every man, no matter what his standing most popular. The elections, in a great mcasure,

and attainments may be, must pass a strict e xani- depend upon personal energy, and as the profes-

nation." The above extracts-and others might sion begins to understand this greater struggles for

be adduced-read strangely in the light of a recent position will take place. If, then, the Board should

editorial which denounces as farcica4 examinations be comprised of men below mediocrity, it follows

conducted in the spirit, if not in the letter, of the that colege appointed representatives mustperforce

law. Personally, it is a rnatter of indifference to be the examiners as long as the present raie pre-

'iOst of the examiners, who are selected. To the vails. To avcid such, or the appearance of

country examiners the task is a financial loss, but any monopoly in the Board, the simple remedy

when the Council impose a responsible duty on in my opinion is the proposition advanced, to select

any of its members, it is expected that it will be as many examiners as possible from without the

dlone " without fear and without reproach." Concil.
In conclusion permit me to say, that I regret 1V is true, as Dr. Berryman said, Ceverybody was

exceedingly that the " LANCET " has been obliged noV capable Vo be an examiner." I cannot conclude,
to boister up its opinions, by the use of a private however, that every outsider would be s0 very

conversation in a public editorial. This course, "green" in the art a8 le insinuates. I venture to

surely, cannot be reconciled with the confidential assert that a respectable proportion of the profe8-

relations which exist in honourable society. From sion is we l up in the art of teaching. Witness
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the number who have in their day held first-class need only refer to Parliamentary Committees, ap-
teacher's certificates, and who were very popular as pointed by the governing majority, the reports Of
such, giving no uncertain sound as to their ability which are generally a farce on the evidence taken,
before the more arduous and responsible study of and yet are supported by the same majority. If this
medicine was commenced, and though never dubbed can be avoided, and I am sure it can, why not do
professor, would dare break a lance on any given so ? Surely the small pittance for services as exall-
subject with the learned professor himself. I look iners is not, cannot be, the magnet that draws those
upon the doctor's insinuation as a gratuitous piece gentlemen so powerfully. Is it the honor attached 7
of impertinence. Why then monopolize it I Why not distribute iti

Dr. W. Clarke's dilemma is of a different caste. The whole thing looks to be so selfish and unjustifi-
It is not the " green 'uns " that bother him-the able that I trust the profession generally wilil give
inference is that a large number of those 300 he no uncertain sound regarding it.
represents are fully qualified-but then his choice "ONE OF THE 300."might be among his political or personal friends, and Fîe-dîertoii, Aug. 9, 1875.
therefore he infinitely prefers the Jurisprudence
Department of the Board to the imprudence with-
out the Juris of selecting an examiner from his EDINBURGH LETTEU.
political or personal friends. I cannot see any force UR
in the doctor's position. I see much weakness. Is To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.
there not one among those 300 whom the majority 1 SIR,-After wandering about for some time yourwould not like to honor as much as the worthy correspondent has at last settled down to work indoctor himself ? Most certainly there must be, Edinburgh, the modern Athens, the seat of so muc'and if the worthy doctor proves tinorous, because learning and refinement. At that name what aof possible offence, then let him take the advice of flood of reniniscences will pour into the minds ofhis political and personal friends, or else give way sone! lRecollections of happy, careless studentto another more strong and consistent. days, of this chum or that friend, or of some rich

Dr. D. Clarke's position as examiner in chemistry practical joke that will even now cause a hearty
is equally at sea. "If the students had any cause laugh after the lapse of long, long years of profes-
of complaint then the Council could investigate the sional toil and anxiety, tinged, perhaps, with '
matter." shade of sadness, when memory tells of the few that

It is passing strange that this truly popular M.D. aie left of that great class. Some will remember
should confine his incompatibles to chemistry alone. Robert Knox and the fearful events of 1828-9;
There are other matters, and this question of his queer pock-marked face, one eye, dome-like
examiners is one. forehead and elegant attire will appear before their

If the learned doctor would take a few lessons minds clear as the reflection from a mirror; the
from his Jurisprudence brother in extenso, selfish- wild enthusiasm of the students, the unjust malig-
ness excluded, he might perceive that no judge nity of the rabble and the press will seel as
would try a case against himself, that no magistrate, though it was but yesterday-and will tell their
or bench of them, would adjudicate on a matter students what lucky dogs they are to study in a1
against themselves; such would be incompatible, age of enlightened me lical legislation and cheaP
with the idea of Britieh fair play or British justice; anatomical material. A little later saw the alter-
and likewise I contend a complaint by students to nate friendship and rivalry of Liston and Syli®'
be tried by the very persons against whom the com- both anatomists and surgeons of the first order,
plaint lies is an absurdity. It may be argued that making innovations in the practice of surgery, which
all the Council are not examiners; that my position called forth the acclamations of the liberal-ninded,
rests on wrong premises. I think not, for the sanie and gained the cordial hatred of the older school'
majorities that appointed the examiners would un- Nor should Simpson, with his exposition of nid-
doubtedly sustain &hem, as is apparent from the wifery and chloroform, be forgotten in this einumi1er'
debates on the question already, and if any expe- tion. To pass on to more practical consideratioîs'
rience be necessary other than Medical Boards I As to fractures, the general mode of treatilng
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them here is by the Buck, or A merican method of

Weights and pulleys, witl the addition of the

Perineal band, though the foot of the bed is raised.

A long outside splint is also used occasionally for
Steadiniess' sake. Plaster of Paris being applied

during the- last weeks by a modification of the

B3avarian splint. At the clinic Mr. Annandale

showed us a case in which he had excised the

tongue for cancerous disease. His mode of operating

is this :-He makes an incision through the lip and

integument and fascia of the chin down to the

bone, then carrying the incision back to the hyoid

bone. The jaw is sawn at the symphysis and the

halves widely separated, exposing the floor of the

rnouth thoroughly. The tongue is then split with

a scalpel from base to apex, and the ecraseur or

galvano-cautery is applied first to one half then to

the other. The hemorrhage is slight. The raw

surface is painted over with a pretty strong solution

of chloride of zinc, the bone drilled and united by

silver wire and wound closed. The patient is fed

for a few days by an osophageal tube. The sense

of taste is retained to a wonderful extent, articula-

tion comes later by use.

Dr. Watson tied the axillary artery at its second

part for traumatic aneurisn of the third portion.

The sac was opened and clots turned out. Gangrene

set in in a few hours, and death supervened. The

bleeding had been very considerable. In my next

I hope to draw your attention to Lister and the

antiseptic mîethod of tîeating wounds.
G. S. R.

August, 1875.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-In the August number of the CANADA

LANCET, page 371, I see recommended the Apocy-

'min Cannabinum (Milk-weed) as a remedy in

Anlasarca.

The common milk-weed, so called from the milky

juice which exudes fromu the freshly broken stemn

aid leaf, or silk-weed, as it is sometimnes naned,
from the large quantity of silky seed-down which

the ripened pod or follicle contains, belongs to the

family of Asclepias, and its botanical name, in full,
is Asclepias Syriaca. It grows abundantly on the

l'Oad sides, along the fences, on the banks of

streams, and in the uncultivated parts of orchards

and gardens throughout Ontario, particularly in

such districts as have a sandy or light loamy soil.

I have used this plant for dropsies in general,

3id ascites in particular, for the last nineteen years.

I was induced to do so from having seen, when

quite a lad, a proof of its virtues, when adininis-

tered (by the advice of some lay person) to my

grandmother, who was then an octogenarian, and

was suffering severely from. general dropsy. She

recovered perfectly, and died somue years afterwards

from natural decay, without any return of the old

malady.

During a practice of nineteen years I have often

prescribed this milk-weed, frequently with great

satisfaction to inyself and relief to ny patients. I

always employ the root, and have it dug fresh froin

the earth, and advise a strong infusion to be made,
of which the patient is directed to drink freely, so

as to procure two or three watery evacuations from

the bowels during the day. It is true that it has

sometimes failed to meet my expectations and

wishes, but this might be partially accounted for by

the root not having been gathered at the proper

season of the year and in some cases its failure

has doubtless been due to the origin of the malady.

I have found that it is inore likely to prove of ser-

vice in hepatic and cardiac dropsies, and its virtues

to be owing to its alterative action on the glandular

system, as well as its hydrago.gue properties, which

will not fail to put in an appearance when the drug

is administered in suflicient doses,

WALTER LAMBERT, M.D.

Anherstburg, 10th Aug., 1875.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-Allow me to call the attention of the pro-

fession to a means of cure for hooping-cough, that

with me has been very successful.

I have advised the head of a family having the

hooping-cough to procure some plaster from the

plaster-beds and let the patients inhale from a

warmed vessel the odor arising therefrom. They

did so and were much improved. Two of another

famnily went into the plaster-beds and are now quite

well. This is the extract from a letter to me-

" I went to the plaster mill and got a paper-full

and let the children breathe over it, and it has

helped thern very much. Mrs. Carroll's two eldest

children went to the plaster-beds but the day was

warm and they were sweating and went too far in
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and caught cold ; but when they got rid of the which are least adapted to female doctors ; and it
cold they got rid of the hooping-cough." is a very curious fact, and one that is undeniable,

that whereas in the last century, and in the begil-More than fifty have tried the experiment and it ing of this century, very few women were deliveredhas succeeded, I believe, in all. Feeling it my of any but women, in Edinburgh (I do not knOwV
duty to write this, and trusting that it will receive what is in England) even the very poorest woman
a more extended trial, in the poorest close would now infinitely prefer e

Sremain yours &c. man to attend her, and always does employ a man.
That shows that confidence has been gained in the

JOHN KIRK, L.M.B. resources of men in this practice, and that many Of
Attercliffe, August 7th, 1875. the dangers that formerly encompassed the prac-tice of midwifery have been got rid of by those-- __ -who are best fitted to take charge of women.

There are very many things that they are far
better adapted for-the teaching of young childre,1

and of grown-up girls, for example. Then we find
WOMEN IN THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. them in the public offices, such as the post-office,

and other offices where, as clerks, they can sit
The following is an extract from a speech de- quietly at their desks, and not be called to en

ivered at the late meeting of the General Medical counter any of those dreadful things which theY
Council of England, by Dr. Andrew Wood.- must encounter if they become doctors. TheY
"Let us stand up for the women, and keep them are also employed in the telegraph office. ManY
from having their sex discredited by women becom- women write for the press, and others becomoe
ing doctors of medicine. Another argument is that compositors. Others are artists, and I do not
women shrink from telling their ailments to men. know why more should not be. Then I will just
Well, I have been for forty years a practitioner, and make this argumentum ad hominem. I would ak
I have never found that women shripk from telling any member of this Council whether he would i
their ailments to me. I believe that there are to see his sister or daughter embracing the practice
some women who would not tell their ailments to of medicine ? He would revolt at such an idea;
any one, either male or female, and I have had he would not like to go into the dissecting room,
conversations with some of our most accomplished I have gone, and see five or six ladies dissecting a
accoucheurs, and they have ail told me that they body, with their hands all covered with filth, and
never found any difficulty in making their com- five or six male students dissecting another bOdy
plaints known to a medical man. I have noticed two or three yards off them. They would not like
that it is generally the most delicate-minded wo- to see them on their knees covered with blood'
men that have the least difficulty in making tlieir They would not like to see them liable to be
complaints known to a medical man. Then it is called out at all hours of the day and night. We
said, "Well, perhaps women may not be up to ail should not like to see the toiling and moiling, and
the different departments of medicine and surgery; noise and discomfort and disquietude to which theY
but surely you will allow that the natural thing would be subjected. Therefore, why should we
would be that they should practice in midwifery." encourage the sisters and daughters of others to
Midwifery is just the department of practice for enter into a profession that we would not like o
which they are least fitted. That may appear as own sisters and daughters to take up with ?
an anomaly. But just look at it as it is. Ninety- I say, then, in conclusion, do not let us entrenlch
fine out of a hundred midwifery cases could be upon the softness and delicacy of the female seX-
managed by anybody. I think that it is some Leave them to be what God made them, and what
Irishman who said' " It is not the difficulty to get nature intended them for. I do not wish to des-
the child out, but to keep it in." In ninety-nine parage them. I love the female sex, and it is bc-
cases ont of a hundred it might be managed by cause I love them that I wish to keep them fron'anybody, but then the hundredth case might occur this " mockery, delusion, and snare."' Let uS
the very first. I ask you, would you like to entrust regard them as women who, in the language of ou
your wife to a female midwife if there was a case of immortal Scotch poet, are to us in our hours
embryulcia ? Would you like to see a woman with perplexity and sickness and sorrow nothing leS5

a crotchet in her hand, or with the long forceps, than "ministering angels."-Lancet.
pulling with all her might, and the sweat running
down her face? Would you like to see a wo-
man in charge of a case where blood was gushing CICATRIZED ULCERS OF INTESTINES.-Ne'out in toirents froift the womb, and do you think meyer states in his Practice of Medicine, that out ofthat she would have the readiness and nerve which 23oo dead bodies examined, one in every 20 ex'
would save the patient from being lost ? I say hibited evidence of cicatrized ulcers in the ilte-that these cases of midwifery are just the very cases tines.
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0 , PROTO-CARBONATE (Vallet's Mass) 5-------- 5gr 60 2 75
M , U. . .............--- ----- - ----- 1 gr.--- ... 75 3 50

UItM AND CAMPHOR .. .------------ - "- l.3 grs....... 80 3 75
jSN .grs. 150 7 25

- --SIN AND BISMUTH......--- --------- 5grs 1 50 7 25

]PIR ~~~Bismnuth, Suh-Nit -3.. gr% -----15

PSN, BISMUTH AND STRYCHNINE ---- th- - s.21- gr s
-e-.-.ExnuthSub~it 21-2gr.: 5gs 1 75 8 50

Stryctnia... 1-60gr.

quiliiSATES letxîer ........- t gr. ---- -- 9 1
OSPHATES IRON, QITININE AND STRYCHNINE (F---pho--h- ..-.. 200 9 7

Sstrychniw, Sulphas... 160) gr.)
OPiHORUS.--....--------------- ----------- 1-20,1-50 and 1-100 gr.-...... 1 00 4 75

uiO USIPhuuepiuru. - ......1-60 gr. 1 25 6 00
eOSPHORUS COMPOUND.----------------.----- 1xt. uci Vornic5 601-4gr

OSPHORUS COMPOUND...------------....... _ Pho .. _ru. -. ..125 6 00

OSPHORUS COMPOUND AND IRON ----------- P sph . . . 1 25 6 00
Et. Nuci Vomica ..... 1-8 gr.

OPHYLLIN ........-------------- ------------------------------------- and 1 gr ..... 75 3 50

'o)OPHYLLIN COMPOUND --.------------------ xt oy.i.- . 1 8 gr. .. 0 47
Ext. Nucia Vomic.-..-16 gr.

O'oPHYLLIN AND BLUE--------------- ----- {1:dhyln 1-2gr- 00 4 75

CAPSICUM AND BELLADONNA tAg - - - -.- 1. 00 4 75

t1iNINE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE --- r....... 1 50 7 25
NE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE- --------------- - grs.- . 215 1050

tININE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE .---- --------------- 2 gr- 2 75 13 50
INE, SULPHATE AND RI-SULPHATE ----------------------- 3 grs. 4 00 19 75
NE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE ----------------------- 4 grs...... 5 50 27 25

UIINE, SULPHATE AND BI-SULPHATE -------------------------- ------- 650 32 25
(Qxbu..,blu.thns- - - gr. 97

Q XINE COMPOUND ------.... ----------------- Frri e R ea ctum, ----. e'. t go. 2 00 9 75
Actd., Arseniosun............1-32gr.

NluINE, ARSENIC AND NUX VOMICA.....-- ., Su. . ... 2 00 9 75
IExt. N'ucls Vomicie ......... .1-4 gr

NINE, PHOSPHORUS -AND NIX VOMICA Qup ......... .. 2 75 13 50
Ext. N ucis Vomic-et- .... 40gr.

rilBARB, UT. S --- .. ---------------------. Rhei .................. 3grs 4 grs -- . 1 00 4 75
killut ~Sapbo..................... 1 gr.Rhe .m - --. 3gr.b>, xt..... 14 gr. - 0 4 75

IARB COMPOIJNDI U. S --------------- " g. Myrrh- t - 1-00

S ------------------------------------------------------------------- gr.- 1 00 4 75
IltllEX----------------------------......t -tt2-en- ors 4 75

Re. ";iihy~i .........- -4 gr



SPECIFY McKESSON & ROBBINS'.

W E DESIRE TO CALL THE ATTENTION OF PHYSICIANS TO THE FOLLOWING EXPOSITION of

THE SUPERIORITY oF MCKESSON & ROBBINS' GELATINE-COATED PILLS:

They are superior in every respect to Pills coated with sugar or other substances, and preferable

to plain and uncoated pills, In that they render it possible to give obnoxious substances In a corn-

pact, tasteless and, at the same time, very soluble covering.

They are pleasing lu appearance, oval in form, the taste and odor of the material are compIftely

disguised, while they readily dissolve lu the stomach. The present method of sugar-coating pl1s le

very objectionable, as the pills require first to be thoroughly dried and then coated trith a comPo0111
if insoluble guns, to prevent future discoloration of the external sugar-coating, for which reasO»

they are frcquentlyfound to pass the intestinal canal in an almost unchanged condition. To obviate

this difficulty, and place in the hands of the Physician a reliable and efficient agent li form read11

soluble, and at the same time elegantly coated, these PUis are introduced.
These Pills are thoroughly and accurately compounded In the Lalforatory of MCKESSON & Roll

BINS, of the best materials; are all made by hand and coated, while soft, with pure gelatine,,withot

being subjected to any drying process, and are warranted to retain their full medicinal activity uiLfi'
paired, and to remain perfectly soluble in any climate andfor %ny length of time.

These Pills are put up in bottles of 100 and 500 each, ncatly labeled withformula.

They have already received the approbation of many distinguished Physiolans, and have beet

favorably noticed In our leading Pharmaceutical Journals, and no pains will be spared in their

manufacture to entitle them to merit the confidence and approval of the profession and public.

Important Facts about McKesson & Robbins' Gelatine-Coated Pills.
Every Physician will recognize the importance of knowing the character of the house mIant'

facturing Pharmnaceutical Preparations which they prescribe, and every druggist should be as

careful in filling prescriptions.

THE REPUTATION WE HAVE GAINED FOR OUR GELATINE-COATED PILLS MAY INDUCE OTH

TO PUT UPON THE MARKET INFERIOR PREPARATIONS AND INTRODUCE THEM THROUGHOIU1

PREVIOUS ADVERTISEMENT. IN SUCH AN EVENT WE PROPOSE TO PROTECT OURSELVES AND

PUBLIC, AS FAR AS POSSIBLE, AND, IN THE MEANTIME, WOULD RESPECTFULLY ASK BOTH P

CIANS AND DRUGGISTS TO SPECIFY McKESSON & ROBBINS' GELATINE-COATED PILLS 0

ORDERING, SO THAT THERE MAY BE NO DISAPPOINTMENT IN RESULTS ON ACCOUNT OF SUBST'

TION OF OTHERS CLAIMING SIMILAR MERITS. SEE "5TH" PARAGRAPH BELOW.

1st.-They are reliable, being made strictly In accordance with formulas, and of the best mateialo'
If three of the ordinary Compound Cathartic Pills have been a dose, prescribe two of Our

Gelatine-Coated for the same result.
2d.-They are soluble, the gelatine, In the temperature of the stomach, being speedlly convertei

into jelly, and the contents of the Pill left free to act. •

3d.-They are very easy to take; patients, who have found it impossible to swallow a plain or sug
coated pill, are surprised at the readiness with which the Gelatine-Coated Pill " goes doW'
on account of the oval shape and the nature of the coating.

4th.-The serious accidents which so often result, in mistaking sugar-coated pills on accOulit O
their external similarity, are rendered Impossible with our Gelatine-Coated Pls, as, becau8
of the transparant nature of the gelatine, the color of the pill-mass Is always observable;
Quinine Pills being light colored; the Compound Cath., U. S., brown; Blue Pills, blue; Vege
table Cath., black, &c.

5th.-Our Pills are oval and, unlike others, necessarily qft, when coated. Our process is the Onbli
in which the mass can be coated when SoFT, In fact, the pills must be soft In order to be coate
by our machinery; the nature of some masses is to harden after being madp, but all our
are soft when made, soluble and readily assimilable.

We desire to call particular attention to our BI-Sulphate of Quinine Pills. They contain a
additional equivalent of Sulphuric Acid, thus renderlng the officinal Sulphate of Quinine 8o(rl
soluble: decidedly a great advantage over the ordinary Quinine Pill. [See American Jour f

Pharmacy, XXV, 292.]
Our goods are procurable from all respectable druggists, or sent by mail upon receipt Of

price, whenever it Is Impossible to obtain McKesson & Robbins' at your druggist's.

Yours respectfully,

McKESSON & ROBBINS, Wholesale Druggist5
91 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of AEOMATIC ELIXIS, FLUID EXTRATS, and all Pharmaceutical Preparationo



SPECIFY MoKESSON & ROBBINS'.

SYRUP OF THE PHOSPHATES OF

IRON, QUININE ET STRYCHNIA.
(DRI. .A.ITK:EN'S.)

This styrup is the imost Chronic Disea8e. The ele-

a. reeable and eicient of the ments of its composition art,

(Chemuical utritire Tonipt
wel adpted to suîpply the present in the osystemit nd a

waste occurrig in the ys- pro er proportion f thcuî

ten during the progress of is esential to health

DOSE.-From 30 drops to 1 drachm.

PREPARED BY

MWIESS40N & ]ELj3131INS,

Druggists and Pharmacists,
NEw lrolVK.

0ALISAYA
DÂK

Pyrophosphate of Iron.

MARK.

.Aý p1lt of this Elixir represents one

ce of True Calisaya Bark, with
12 grains of the Pyrophosphate of

ol. The Iron is so combined in this
aparation as to maire it tasteless, at

the same tiie that it 1s prompt and

'ýi1entin its action, and can be taken

Wth'out affecting4àhe teeth,

OSE.-From a tea-poonful to a
-spoonfu, three tines a day,

fore orafter meals, as tie physician
~Y direct.

MANIUFACTUIRED BT

eOKESSON & ROBBINS,
Druggists & Pharmcists,

& 93 Fulton, and 80, 82 & 81 AnU Sts.
NEW YORK.

Bismuth and Strychala.

Blackherrv Root.
Bromide of Ammonium.

of Potassium.
of Sodium.

Buchu.
Compound.

Calisava.
with Pyrophos. Ofn Iron
with ArM. C it. of tron.
Iron and isîmuth.

• " on and iStryithia.
Arsenie and Strychuia
Bismuth "

iran, ilism. & Posin.
ironIu, Bism. strych.
Iron anîd Quinia.
and Strychni.

Cherry Bark.
Chlorai Rydrate.
Cinchona.
Colombo.
Dandehon.

Compound.
and trou.

Ergot.Gieiemiumn.

Gentian.
nd Chloride of Iron.

ann Colombo.
Compound.Gunarana.

Bellebore.
liellebore Compound.
" etonias Root Compound.
Hop.
Ir n, Biftsith suid Strychmia.

eLa, hophate, Lime & Pepe.

Leptandra.
"Lupuiln,
Mandrake.
Mandrake, Conmpound.
Matico.
Matico, Compuand.
4 Muskroot.
Muskroot, Compound.
orange P ée.
IPareira Brava.
Pareira Brava, Compound.
Pepsin.

and Bismuth.
Bismuth and Trou.Trou * S9trYch.

and Strychnia.
iand trychnis.

Phosphate ofr11,0n.Trou, Quni& StrYCh.-

" yrophosphate of Iron.
Propyiamin, 4 oz.

SQuinia.
and Arsenic.
Arsenic anI tron.

S " an Stryehnis
Iron, Bis. and Pepsin.

" ", and Strychnia.
" and ttrechuia.

and Strychuia
Rhubarb ar.d Fluid Magnesia.
""na, Compound.O Simple.

"i Stryehnia.
"Taraxacum, Compoud.
S V aierian at.e o f A m m onis. Q u n
s 'i &aQuin.

or ofStrychnine.
Trou and Strych.
ournia.""Zluc,.

WITH

CH.ORIDE OF IRON.
TRcADE

A pint of this Elixir represetits 128

nains of Extract of Gentian, witi 12

grS o f peIr-Chloride of Irou.' TheLunion of the pure bitter of the Gentian

and the totic powers ofthe I ron imatîkes

titis a valuable renedy in cases of

debility of tie digestive organ.

DOSE.-Froml a tea.spoonful to a
table..spoonfull, thjree tim1es a (LI'y,
before orafter meals, as the pibys!ian
mlay direct.

NANUFACTURîED lnY

McKESSON & ROBBINS,

Druggis & Pharmiacists,

91 & 93 Fulton, and 80, 82 & 84 Aun Ss.,

NEW YORK.

oz., 1 lb. and 5 lb. bottles.
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Druggists and Pharmacists,
NEW YORK.

Sold in 4 oz., 1 lb. and 5 lb. bottles.

Compound Syrup of the Phosphates of

IRON, LIME, POTASSA AND SODA.
(CHIEMICAL FOOD1.)

This Syrup is the most agree- The elements of its composition
able andi etficient of the Chemical are present in the systei, aid a
Nutritive Tonics, well adapted to proper proportion of them is es-

the systme dioccurog sential to health. In this pre-
i of Chronic Diseases, and to build paration the Phosphates are pre-

up thestrengthofpersous wasted sented in a soluble and elegant
by long continued ill health. form.

DOSE.-A tea-spoonful three times a day, immediately before or after eating.

PREPARED BY
McIKIESSON & ROBBINS,

Druggists and Pharmacists,
NEW YORK.

SYRUP OF

LACTO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME(31t. Dl:USAlrT.)
This Syrup, after the fori- this preparation -will be

na îof) Dr.Dut, containîsthîe readily appreciated in cases
recently precipitated Plios- of deficient nutrition in thephate of Line, dissolved in
Lactic Acid, two grains in a different forms of Scrofula,
fluid drachn. The value of Phthisic and Dyspepsia.

DOSE.-A tea-spoonful.

PREPARED BY

McKESSON &~ ROB3BINS,
Druggists and Pharmacists,

NEw YOK

SYRUP OF THE HYPOPHOSPHITES OF

LIME, SODA, POTASSA AND IRON.
This Syrup combines the remedy in Phthisic, Èervous

earthy and alkaline hypo- Diseases and General Debil-

phosphites prescribed and ity, supplying Phosphorus

used by Dr. Churchill, as a to the system.

DOSE.--A tea-spoonful three times a day, immediately before or after eating.

PREPARED BY

MeÇESSON & ROIU31NS,

-c,
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ADMINISTRATIONimeans of counteractingatendency to absorption
ADMIISTATIN O TARIN SORASI-'ýof septic matter into the system after delivery.

Sirn:e adopting the practice of injecting th2- iodine
In the British Medical Yournal of April ioth, after operations upon the interior of the uterus, Dr.

1875, I observe, under the above heading, the re- Emmet bas not encountered a single case of sep-
suits of Mr. Balmanno Squire's trials of tar intern- ticemia. As contrasted with the saits of iron
ally in cases of psoriasis ; and the conclusion t in this respect, it would seem as if there could be
Which he has arrived is summed up in the follow- no room for hesitation in the choice. From the
luig sentence: " 1 can only offer my experiment to local action of iodine not only is nothing to be
him (Dr. Ringer), in the hope that he may think it feared, but even advantages to be anticipated
Worth while to repeat it, and report whether or not j while from the local action of iron much nay be

am correct in my conclusion that tar taken in- apprehended. As an excito-motor agent, iodine
ternally has no effect in curing psoriasis." Having is probably at least equally good, while incapable
given this medicine very extensively in cases of of causing the formation of thrombi in the uterine

PSriss o agodmnyy am r bound to say vessels. In view of these facts one would feel>P8oriasis for a good many years,Iambudtsy
that the results of my experience are strangely at justified in resorting to the iodine earlier than to
vrariance with those of Mr. Squire; indeed, I have the iron, and in this respect also an advantage nay
cone to regard it in the light of one of the most be gained for the patient, since the use Of iron is
valuable remedies we possess in the treatment of expressly limited to cases deemed bopeless under
that disease. And it is not merely in mild cases ordinary management.
that it does good, for it has, in many hands, fre- We ail know how impossible it is to limitth-e
9uently yielded the most satisfactory results in very use of any expedient to the cases for which it is
Obstinate cases after long courses of arsenic and expressly designed. Thus was it with Simpson's
t4ariy other orthodox remedies had been tried in plan of detaching the placenta, distinctly limited
vain. Perhaps it may be that the dose and mode by its author to cases of extreme severty in which
of administration of the tar may have something the hfe of the child was of the least moment, and
to do with the difference in the resuits obtained by yet employed by not a few as early as the state of
Mr. Squire and myself; and, therefore, it may be the os would permit. The same is true of the
bell to state that I generally begin with two minims subject under consideration. Dr. Hicks, a practit-
three times a day in a teaspoonful of treacle, and tioner of deservedly large influence, had used the
gradually increase the dose, if necessary, to half a iron injections a "great num ber" of times. No
teaspoonful, or even more. The small dose is matter how extensive a mans practice may be, he
advisable at first, as in some persons the medicine can scarcely have met with a "great number" in
caninot be tolerated, and produces derangement of which the conditions are those which Dr. Barnes
the digestive organs, fever, and a bright red rash describes; and indeed, as we have already seen,
up1on the skin. we find Dr. Iarnes himself acknowledging the

I can testify also to the virtues of this remedy in influence of the injection in causing the womb to

atarrh of the bronchial tubes, as pointed out by contract. In those instances in which the event
Dr. Ringer, and in chronic affections of the mucous shows that reflex action may still be excited by a

embranes generally ; and I conclude with the new and efficient stimulant, there surely is no need
remlark that it is very singular how such a valuable of the coaguatinç power of the injection. We
remledy which seems in earlier days to have been must admit that a stop may be put to the lose of
highly esteemed, should, as an internai medicine, blood by the local action of the styptic as the blood

ave fallen into such disrepute in our own time.-

M' C/t ndeson Br. Md. JU ~1.tn~I. meanos ofh coenering andeta nc th absrptio

of reflex action the wman, if she recovers, rust
owe ber life to injection as a styptic alone; but
these cases miust be exceptional, and form but a
small proportion of those in which it bas been

1'JFECTIONS 0F TINCTURE 0F IODINE resorted to.
In recapitulation we may briefly say that we

1NTO THlE CAVITY 0F THE UTFRUS. have sought to show :
Sst. That a very considerable proportion of cases

In comparison iron, tinCt. iodine bas the in wcich the injection of salts of iron bas apparen-
'1tdtI safen so far as we now know, of being per- tly saved life, have been those in whic it accom-
tY S ; at any rate, free fron the evils incident plised this end, not in virtue of its local styptic

employment of iron. Besides this we have action, but because of its ppwer to excite reflex
the direct antiseptic influence of the iodine upon action, when cold, friction, pressure, etc., have
tho uterine and vaginal mucous membrane. The failedu
&jPlication of iodine to the lining membrane oif 2nd. That when it produces coagulation of

the Uterus is, probably, of ail tings the surest blood in the orifices of blood vessels there is
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danger that the coagulation may follow the vessels
into the substance of the uterus, producing danger-
ous thrombi, and that the blood already collected
in the cavity of the uterus also may become con-
verted into a hard, intractable coagulum, which
the uterous cannot expel, and which may, after
a few days, decompose and give rise to septicæmia.

3rd. That there is evidence for believing that
as an excitor of dormant reflex action, tinct. iodine
may be substituted for the iron with positive advan-
tages from its efficacy as an excitor and from its
antiseptic properties.

If these points are established, the use of iron
salts, in a solution sufficiently strong to induce
coagulation of blood in the uterine vessels, should
at any rate not be resorted to until tinct. of iodine
bas been tried and failed.

In conclusion, I would distinctly disavow the
position of claiming positively for iodine a superi-
ority over the iron. More facts are needed to
warrant this. I have simply sought to present the
considerations that render it extremely probable
that the one will be found an advantageons sub-
stitute for the other, when it shall have received
at the hands of the profession a sufficient trial.-
A . Yourial of Obstetrics, February, 1875.-Med.

ADHESION OF THE PLACENTA.

By J. G. SWAYNE, M.D.
Consulting Physician-Accoucheur to the Bristol General

Hospital.

Adhesion of the placenta is one of those com-
plications of labor which are especially dangerous
in the hands of an unskilftil accoucheur. Both
the diagnosis and the treatment of it demand from
the obstetric practitioner the exercise of the tactus
eruditus: and, if this be wanting, the most disas-
trous consequences may ensue. The patient may
die either quickly from hæmorrhage, or more slowly
but not less surely, from septicæmia. Moreover,
adhesion of the placenta is not unfrequently the
cause of those frightful cases of malapraxis in mid-
wifery which lead to coroners' inquests. For in-
stance, an incompetent midwife, either male or
fernale, sets about removing what is supposed to
be a retained placenta, and, in the rashness of
ignorance, tears away the entire uterus, and per-
haps a considerable portion of the intestines. I t
is most desireable, therefore, that we should
ascertain the causes of a complication that may be
so hazardous, and use every means in our power
to prevent it. But here, it must be confessed, our
knowledge is very much at fault ; the diseases, both
of the fœtus and of the placenta and membranes,
are at present aeiled in the greatest obscurity.
Nor is our knowledge of the pathology of the
gravid uterus much more advanced. Most obstetric

authorities who have gone much into the etiology
of morbid adhesion of the placenta have been dis;
posed to attribute it to a subacute inflammatry
affection of the lining membrane of the uters,
most probably of a rheumatic character. Others,
again, such as the late Sir James Simpson (Who
bas written a veiy able memoir on " Congestio
and Inflammation of the Placenta "), are of opilio
that placental adhesion is a result of inflammatioln
of the placenta, placentitis. Sir J. Simpson re
marks: " The effusion or secretion of coagulable
lymph as a termination of placental inflammatioln
is best known by the effect to which it not unfre
quently gives rise, of producing more or less ii-
mate and extensive adhesion between the uiteriDc
surface of the placenta and the inner correspOnD'
ing surface of the uterus, constituting a morbid
state of the after-birth that frequently forms a %net
formidable and dangerous cause of the uterie
hæmorrhage after the expulsion of the child."

The diagnosis of placental adhesion is a matter Of
considerable uncertanty, unless the hand be iltro
duced into the uterus, so as actually to ascertait
by the touch the nature and extent of the adhesiOl'
Before this is done, we can only form probable
conjectures. We may suppose then there is norbid
adhesion, if, after the child is born, on placing the
hand over the fundus uteri, the uterus can be felt
contracting repeatedly and even energetically with-
out any apparent result ; and this presumption .1strengthened if the cord, on gently pulling it O
then letting it go, be observed to spring back "0
if the placenta were tightly held by the uterst
especially if we can feel that there is no constrictio"
of the circular fibres of the uterus to account for
this. It should be borne in mind, however, that
the presence of irregular contraction of the uterIl5
is no pooof of the non-existance of place"t
adhesion; for in some of the worst cases these
conditions coexist. The introduction of the hand
is equally necessary in either case, and soon re-
moves all doubt as to the cause of retention. 'he
existence of hemorrhage proves nothing, as ths
may accompany retention of the placenta from '1
cause.

The treatment of adherent placenta should be
prompt, because this complication is generalY
accompanied with hæmorrhage, which may speedily
become dangerous. It is never safe to leave sUc
cases long to the unaided powers of nature, orto
rely on ergot, styptics, or an kind of drug. Tfhe
hand of the accoucheur supplies the only safe an
effectual remedy. To employ this remedy properly?
some coolness and dexterity and a considerab
amount of patience are required. The hand ho$
sometimes to be kept in the uterus for half an hou
or more before the operation can be comlPeted
In the ordinary obstetric position, the woman i
on her left side, the left hand will be found to bc
much 'the most convenient for this purpose; but,.
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to Perform the operation properly, both hands
should be used. The right hand applied externally
9ver the fundus uteri steadies the uterus, and gives
1ilPortant help to the other hand during these

anlipulations. If, in addition to placental ad-
esion, there should be an hour-glass contraction

Of the uterus, the case is rendered more tedious
aid difficult ; for the circular constriction has first
tO be overcome before the hand can be passed far
enOugh to separate the adhesions. In such a case,
the vagina will probably be found to be loose and
apacious, and perhaps filled with clots ; whilst the

MPPer portion of it is occupied by a firm fleshy mass,
'ilto which the cord is apparently inserted. On
rnaking a careful examination, however, by passing
1P the fingers of the left hand along the cord,
Which should serve as a guide, this mass is found
tO be the uterus, tightly contracted around the re-
!ained placenta; the circular fibres of the os utel i
!tternum surrounding the cord very closely. This
a8 Precisely the conditon of things which leads to
those horrible blunderis which are sometimes com-
r1itted by ignorant and incompetent practitioners.
A Practitioner of this sort, for instance, having
Waited a reasonable time after the birth of child
for the expulsion of the placenta, and fincUng that
S8 does not take place, and that, moreover, there

some hæemorrhage, endeavors to remove the
after-birth by tugging at the cord. The only
result of this proceeding is, that the cord breaks
bhort off, the hæmorrhage is increased. By the
teakng of the cord, he loses his guide ; and, be-

P-rning still more flurried from observing the fresh
h8lnInorrhage, he passcs up his hand, and feels
0thing but the uterus tightly contracted aroundh'e placenta. Mistaking this for the latter, he gets
s fingers into the hollow of the sacrum behind it,

With the object of scooping out the after-birth,
%hich he supposes to be (what the old nurses cail)

grown to the side." At last, by means of his
"ails, he succeeds in separating the posterior wall
Of the vagana from its attachment to the uterus,aId gets his hand into the pouch of Douglas, and

f course, into the peritoneal cavity. Still unaware
bhis mistake, he grasps .the fundus uteri from

hiid ; and, thus obtaining a good purchase, hetears away the entire organ ; and then at last, with
tle.appearance of the intestines, the horrible con-
'ktIon of his blunder dawns upon him.
Such is the manner in which we may reasonably

S"PPose that many of these awful cases of mala-
Praxis take place. I need scarcely remark that

ch accidents ought to be impossible to any one
s8essed of the smallest amount of skill and ana-

tot'ical knowledge.
T0 pass on, however, to the manipulation neces-
y 1rn these cases: if the cord be tightly encircled

Ythe os uteri, the constriction should be over-
n'le by insinuating the tips of the fingers into the
rl a conical form; whilst the right hand ail this

time is making counter-pressure upon the fundus
uteri, so as to steady that organ. Should these
precautions be neglected, the connections between
the vagana and the uterus may be put very injuri-
ously on the stretch, especially if the circular fibres
of the os oppose much resistance to the introduc-
tion of the hand. As the tips of the fingers pass
through the os, they should be gradually expanded
and separated from one another, until, by sheer
fatigue, they overcome the contraction of the uterine
fibres, so as to allow the passage of the entire hand
into the uterus. When this is accomplished, the
next step is to pass up the hand sufficiently high
to reach the placenta. The distance which it has
to pass before this will be felt will depend very
much upon the position of the placenta and the
degree of contraction of the uterus. If the placenta
be attached, as it usually is, to the fundus uteri, or
if the uterus be in a flaccid condition, it will be
necessary to pass the hand much further than when
the placenta is attached lower down, or when the
uterus is well contracted. I have sometimes had
to pass the hand quite into the epigastric region in
search of a retained placenta. As soon as the
placenta is arrived at, the fingers should be spread
out, taking care not to entangle them in the mem-
branes, until the circumference has already detached,
the tips of the fingers should be cautiously inserted
between this portion and the inner surface of the
uterus, and the placenta gradually peeled off. Ail
this time, the right hand, externally applied, steadies
the portion of the uterus from which the left hand
is detaching the placenta, and enables the accou-
cheur to estimate the thickness of the uterine walls
included between the hands, so that he can avoid
digging his nails into the substance of the uterus.
There is sometimes considerable danger of sach an
accident when the adhesions are very firm and
close. There is also considerable danger of leav-
ing portions of the placenta behind: a risk that
one can readily comprehend in such cases as those
described by Dr. Ramsbotham, who states: " I
have opened more than one body where a part was
left adherent to the uterus, and where, on making a
longitudinal section of the organs, and examining
the cut edges, I could not determine the boundary
line between the uterus and the placenta, so intimate
a union had taken place between them." In ail
such difficult cases, it will be necessary to sever
the adhesion by using the finger-nails with a kind
of sawing motion from side to side. The tips of

the fingers are placed in a line like the edge of a
saw, keeping the palm towards the placenta and
the knuckles towards the uterus, and the sawing
motion is continued very slowly and gradually,
until the entire placenta is separated and falls into
the hollow of the hand. This proceeding some-
times requires a great deal of patience, and is ex-
ceedingly tiring; but the accoucheur should take
his time about it, working with both hands, and
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making his ground sure as he goes on, and not
withdrawing his hand with the placenta until he is
certain that he has brought away every part of it
that can be safely separated. It is very seldom,
comparatively, that the adhesions are so firm that
this cannot be done. Should this, however, be the
case, we have a choice of evils : either to run the
risk of causing secondary hæmorrhage and sep-
ticæmia by leaving portions behind, or of causing
metritis from injury to the uterus in bringing them
away. For my own part, I think that the last of
these two courses is the least dangerous, except in
very unusual cases. I have notes of the only two
instances in which it was necessary to leave any
portion of the consequence behind. Fortunately,
in both, the pieces were expelled on the third day,
without having caused any untoward symptoms,
although in one the piece expelled was as large as
a hen's egg. Of course, in all such instances, the
dangers of septicæmia should be guarded against
as much as possible by the frequent use of vaginal
injections containing Condy's or other disinfectant
fluids.-Brit. Méd. Yournal.

ON OPIUM POISONING.

Read before the N. Y. Medical and Library Journal
Association.

The paper read by Dr. Andrew H. Smith upon
this subject was confined chiefly to the considera-
tion of the effects of the drug, which shorten the
life of the patient or cause solicitude to the practi-
tioner. In some cases the symptoms of themselves
are insufficient to make an absolute diagnosis, yet
they are generally so distinctly marked and peculiar
that, with the history, if that can be obtained, they
leave but little room for error in this direction.

'he first effect of a drug is to produce more or
less stimulation or excitement, which is followed
by giddiness and a sense of oppression, and soon
by extreme drowsiness. At this stage nausea and
vomiting may occur. If the patient is permitted
to sleep, it deepens into a profound unconscious-
ness, the lips and face become more or less cya-
nosed, the breathing becomes stertorous-in short,the patient falls into a condition indicating the
advanced stages of opium poisoning. The pulse,
which as first may have been boundimg, now
becomes slow and full, but later on small, feeble,
and thready. The pupils becomes closely con-
tracted and insensible to light, deglutition ceases,
mucus accumulates in the air passages, and death
takes place from asphyxia. Convulsions may
occur, especially in children. The intellect is
usually almost completely overpowered.

One of the most constant symptoms is contrac-
tion of the pupil, and this is due to the effect of
the drug upon the nerve centres which govern its
movements.

This symptom is of great value. The contrc-
tion is usually symmetrical, and in this respect
differs from that induced by irritation of the nieil'
branes of the brain, in which case the pupil seldeo
contracts equally- It sometimes happens, hoe
ever, that the pupil contracts unequally io
opium poisoning, so this symptom should not be
relied upon too absolutely in making out a diag'
nosis, and should not be accepted as diagnostic
unless there are other symptoms to sustaf itn
It is to be borne in mind that in the last stage the
pupils generally become widely dilated.

The respiration usually diminishes in frequeGcy'
The general opinion is that opium destroys life bY
interefering with this function, and it is the effect
which the drug has upon the respiration that h
been held as a criterion in deciding whether danIger
is present or not while administering opium ift
treatment of disease, especially peritonitis. Thk
rule bas been established by Prof. Alonzo C}a
and has been followed by the profession in geiera!
that the opium is to be continued until the resP'
rations are brought down to twelve to the m1ilte'
unless the important symptoms of the case
relieved before this important point is reached
but when this point is reached in any case the
remedy is to be discontinued, except in such doses
as are just sufficient to hold the respiration.

It must be borne in mind, however, that this
a point of great importance, that the most dan1gr
ous narcotism may be present while respiratiofact
going on at or near the normal rate. Theatect
that such cases can occur renders it absOl t Y
necessary not to rely upon the respiration alofle h
a criterion to guide us in the administration of the
drug. gle

The contraction of the pupil and the genero
condition of the patient should serve to place t4e
practitioner upon his guard, although the resPI'
tion may be only slightly affected. The chafl9
which occur in the pulse are more tardy in naakiß1
their appearance than are the corresponding cha1e 5

in respiration. Pýst-mortemn appearances after
opium poisoning are almost negative. If the
opium has been taken in a liquid form there are
seldom any traces of it to be found, but if take
in a solid form the opium itself may be seen. the
alcohol in laudanum, if that is the preparation 'fi
may cause some hyperæmia of the mucous e'
brane of the stomach. The lungs are somet'ie
found engorged, as well as the right side of th
heart.

Extravasations of the blood in the brai i
rare. There are no specific lesions left by opa
poisoning.

Diagnosis of opium poisoning from afpey
sometimes difficult, especially in those cases
which the patient is found in a comatose conditio
and no history can be obtained. In a large P
portion of cases the two conditions may be
tinguished by means of the following symuptoras
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apoplexy the pupils are rarely contracted equally; The treatment of opium poisoning consists in
opium poisoning almost always contracted' the evacuation of the stonach, the administration

qually. In apoplexy there is no possibility of of such drugs as are supposed to have the power
aousing the patient, but you can usually induce of modifying the effect of the poison, and the use
egex Inovements. In opium poisoning the patient of various agents to arouse the nervous system, the
a generally be aroused for a moment, but reflex respiration, the circulation, and the temperature.

tovements cannot ordinarly be induced. In apo- As emetics, mustard, alum, sulphate of zinc, and
PleXY, if the patient is carefully watched, and any sulphate of copper may be used. Tartar emetic

ovements occur, it widl be seen that they are re- should never be employed, and ipecac. is too slow.
8tricted to one side of the body; and if no move- When a considerable degree of nausea exists sudden
t4ents are made, there is present a condition of pressure upon the epigastrium may induce vomiting.
elaxation affecting one side, which can generally Emetics are apt to fail when the narcotism is

easily recognised. extreme, and then the stomach pump may be used.
n apoplexy the breathing is commonly sterto- In absence of this instrument a piece of ordinary

onS, while in opium poisoning it is rarely stertorous. india-rubber tubing may be used, after the
i apoplexy, pulsation in the carotids can be seen, manner of a syphon. For arousing the patient
hile in poisoning from opium these are not ob- various measures may be resorted to already well

srIved These are the more prominent symptoms known, but electricity is by far the most serviceable
which the two conditions can be distinguished. when a battery is at hand. The Faradic current,
Many cases the opium can be detected in the and perhaps very powerful, should be employed,

reath. and it may be applied to all parts of the body.
.rormic coma sometimes makes its appearance The weakest current should be used that will

'*thout preceeding dropsy, and may look like provoke muscular contraction. Of means of re-
0Pîtium poisoning ; but it lacks the characteristic storing respiration, artificial respiration and electri-
PuPil and the urine will be found to contain city are the most important. The electricity may
qtbUmen or casts, or both. be applied to the phrenic nerves, an inspiration

4 lcoholi. intoxication is a condition that must be induced, and this repeated fifteen or sixteen times
separated from opium poisoning. In this case a minute. The negative pole always excites a
the Pupils are not contracted, and the alcohol can stronger action than the positive, and metallic
eierally be recognized in the breath. The drunken electrodes are much more efficient than sponges.
an, when aroused, begins to babble incoherently, By means of this agent some desperate cases have

%hile the man suffering from opium poisoning at been saved when all other means have failed. It
once lapses into his sleep again. The two condi- must be borne in mid, however, that muscular
tionis may be associated, and then it becomes a contraction can be exhausted by too free applica-
Case difficult of diagnosis. Prognosis is extremely tion of the battery, and such exhaustion must not
avOrable if treatment is properly employed. He be mistaken for symptoms of increasing narcotism.
had rescued one patient in whom the respirations Oxygen gas is a very efficient agent. When thç
ent as low as one in two minutes, Patients have respiration is very slow, artificial respiration must

n restored who have taken five, six, and eight be kept up at the same time the gas is administer-

finces of laudanum. While there is any sign of ed, in order to get sufficient amount into the lungs
e, efforts at resuscitation should not be relaxed. to act upon the blood. It stimulates the capillary

um is seldom administered with felonious intent. circulation and thereby aids in relieving the right
t cOuld scarcely be given without the knowledge side of the heart. We have no chemical antidote

0f the person on account of its bitter taste, and its for opium ; nor have we any complete physiologi-
ffeets are so obvious that the fact would be at cal antidote, but we have two agents which may

in recognized by the victim himself. A person be used with great benefit. These are coffee and
Severe pain, or labouring under great cerebral belladonna. It is only withn the last fifteen or

d citement will bear a much larger amount of the twenty years that any practical results have come
g, than when the system is in its normal con- from the use of belladonna, and regarding its
Otion ; but when the pain and wakefulness are influence, how it acts, when it is to be administered,

vrme, the system is deprived of the protection and when discontinued, etc., he quoted quite
t 8 afforded, and now if more of the drug is given, extensively from the paper of Dr. Mary Putnam

ing and perhaps fatal narcosis may be induced. Jacobi, published in the Medical Record in the year
t this way that the sudden narcotism is to be 1873, in which she forstalled the report of a special

e)4lained which occasionally supervenes when commission appointed in Great Britain, wiâh Dr.
OIY doses of ordinary size are continued that have Hughes Bennett at its head. Attempts have been

previously been tolerated without the develope- made to fix the amount of atropine sufficient to
ret of any alarming symptoms. The system counteract the effects of the opium, but for obvious

lost its power of protection and succumbs reasons this cannot be done. We must be guided
'idly. by the degree of narcotism present, and can only
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judge of the amount of atropine to be given by
continuing it in tentative doses until the pupils
begin to dilate. It is commonly used hypodermi.
cally in from I-3oth to 1-40th grain doses. The
danger has not passed in a case of opium poison-
ing when consciousness has been restored, but the
liability to relapse should make the physician
watchfull until reaction is fully established, and
circulation restored to something near its normal
steadiness and volume. But even then there is
ulterior danger from consecutive pneumonia, con-
sequently great care should be exercised and every
precaution taken to prevent such a sequel. Three
cases were reported which illustrated the fact that
dangerous narcotism could be induced, while the
respiration remained nearly of normal frequency.

In one case the respirations stood at twenty to
the minute, and yet the patient was dangerously
narcotized. (It was not stated whether there was
any evidence of kidney disease or not in these
cases).

A third case was reported in which dangerous
narcotism was induced by applying a solution of
morphine to a wrist-joint which was the seat of
synovitis. The skin was intact. Several cases
were reported in which the symptoms of danger
were extreme, but the patients had been restored
by resorting to the means already mentioned.-
Med. Reord.

Eeåkal Mm and m¢wo.

THISTLE-EXTERMINATION OF THE. (PoPUlar
Science Monthly.) The Berlin correspondent of
Land an Water publishes a piece of information
that will be welcome to many a fariner. " Who
ever knew" says he, "of two plants being so
inimical to one another, as one to kill the other by
a mere touch ? This, however, seems to be the
case when rape grows near the thistie. If a field is
infested by thistles, give it a turn of rapeseed, and
this plant will altogether starve, suffocate, and chill
the thistle out of existence. A trial was being
made with different varieties of rapeseed in square
plots, when it was found that the whole ground
was full of thistles, and nobody believed in the
rape having a fair run. But it had, and as it grew
the thistle vanished, faded, turned grey, and dried
up as soon as the rape-leaves began to touch it.
Other trials were then made in flower-pots and
garden-beds, ana the thistle had to give in, and was
altogether annihilated, whether old and fully devel-
oped, or young and tender."

DIARRHŒ MIXTURE.-. Olei ricini, gtts. xxiv.;
âp. chloroform, giss.; sol. morphiæ mur., .i.; pul.
gum. acaciæ, giss.; aquæ, ad 3iv.-M. A
dessertspoonful every hour and a half until the
bowels are quieted.

ToTAL ABSTINENCE.-At the recent annual
festival of the Lancashire and Chesire Band of
Hope Union, Sir Henry Thompson, who spoke at
length, declared his belief in the principles ield
by those who formed that gathering. He consid-
ered that habitual, or, as it was usually callede
moderate drinking, was a thing which people should
avoid, if they wished to have a sound mind il' a
sound body. It is a somewhat remarkable fact,
that many of the most hard-worked professiOal
men in London are habitual abstainers from alcohol
and have been so for many years, on the basis Of
personal experience, and from the fact that they
have found the use of alcohol to interfere with thef
physical health and mental activity.-Britisi
ical Yournal.

DIPTHERIA.-Dr. J. Lewis Smith (N. Y. Mfed
Record) says : The local treatment consists in the
application to the fauces, every three hours, of the
following, which has given me better satisfaction
than any other medicine for local treatment which
I have employed : n. Acidi carbolici, gtts. v. ; liq*
ferri subsulphat, 3 ij.; glycerin, 3 i. M. The brtls.h
was employed in preference to the probang, as it15
painful, and where there is a pseudo-membraoe
does not produce hemorrhage by the detachiet.
-Southern Med. Record.

AN ANTIDOTE TO CHLOROFORM.-Dr. SchUller
has discovered that the nitrite of amyl quicklY re'
moves the effects of chloroform on the vessels
the pia mater, and that even in cases of advalced
narcotism from the latter drug it rapidly relieves
the dyspnœa and labored respiration, restoring the
strength of the pulse, and the reflex excitability'
This discovery may prove of much practical value
where chloroform continues to be the favorite
anæsthetic.-Ne York Medical Yournal, Fe5ruarl'
1875.-Southern Med. Record.

PROFESSOR ZEISSL, of Vienna, is credited with
the remark: "Some think, when a patient has
for some time enjoyed immunity from manifeste-
tions of syphilis, that he is cured. But I tell 1l
gentlemen, that if a man contract syphilis, he w
die syphilitic, and at the day of judgment his ghost
will have syphilis."

INCONTINENCE OF URINE. If they blister the
child's sacrum, put it on tinct. of iron and belle
donna, and gave no salt in its food, they WOl
have very few cases of incontinence of urine-,
M. MADDEN, Dublin ournal Medical i *

SECONDARY SYPHILIS. -e-Hydrarg. bichlor.
grs. ij; Pot. lodidi. grs. xl; Syr. Surze co. Mi; aqu
ad. 3viij. Sig.-A tablespoonful three tines a.da.
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rare exceptions, where it is committed without her
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DAVIS ABORTION CASE

Endorsing heartily all that bas been written by
the Several editors of city and country newspapers
çà this atrocious crime, we cannot, nevertheless,
refrain from remarking that by the constant inser-
tiol of advertisements of an unmistakable charac-
ter in their columns, these same editors are not
'erY remotely answerable for the spread of a crime
that we have too good reason to believe has long
been disgracing our land, seduction, unfortunately
40t being the only incentive to it, but poverty, ill-
health, and love of fashionable life being also oc-
casionally found among the influences impelling to

• It would, of course, be difficult if not impos-
sible to collect statistics of a crime so vigilantly en-
Shrouded. The appalling assertion, however, bas

mtn made by medical men in the United States,
bat two-thirds of the number of conceptions in

the New England States are destroyed criminally,
andj that in a few years Americans pur sang lefi
ç Arnerican soil will be a very small minority.

Anitting this to be a possible exaggeration, the
t remains that it is only among the foreign pop

ation, that the births are in excess--see Dr
Storer on " Decrease of Population." We have noi
Yet in Canada the overflowing Population tha
Would probably lead to this form of constructiv
rn1rder from any other cause than seduction, bu

t that alone the frequency of the crime impera
VlY calls for government attention to it, with th

Vtew of endeavouring to place on the Statute Bool
e greater check than now exists against thi

foul crime of the 19 th century-child murderist, however, we would wish to see the sever
Punishment visited on the guilty abortionist

cannot forget that the mother-with but ver

will-is the chief criminal, either herself soliciting
the performance of the criminal act, or submitting
willingly to the influences of the seducer, that it
should be performed. In the " eternal fitness of
things," we submit therefore, that both mother and
seducer or instigator should be held equally amena-
ble to the.law with the abortionist, and imprison.
ment for life should be inflicted or even death
punishment, if that should be considered more
likely to prevent a violation of both Divine and
human law. The detection of the principals, and
accessories before, to, and after the fact, would un-
der such severe punishment be certainly difficult,
but by adding to the present registration of deaths
a registration of miscarriages, with full particulars
of antecedent, attendant, and subsequent circum-
stances of each case, the first step in the right
direction would be taken. The second would be
a law prohibiting the publication of advertisements
in newspapers, covertly or openly pointing to the
accessible means for procuring abortion. The
third would be the prohibition of sale by druggists
of any drug, secret preparation or instruments
which may be used for the promotion of abortion
or premature labour. The fourth should be death
punishment, when the offence bas been committed
at the end of six months of utero-gestation the
fœtus being then considered viable, separate from
uterine connexion. To disabuse the public mind
of the fallacies concerning drug action alone for
the removal of a conception, medical men should
whenever an opportunity offers, make it known
that abortives cannot act as efficient causes without
the aid of predisposing ones necessary to concur
with them. That all of them are uncertam in

- their operation on the fœtus. That they always
endanger the life of the mother, and sometimes

t destroy the mother without affecting the fotus.
t The leading journals of the English metropolis

rarely insert the most objectionable advertisements
t of pestilent and dangerous quacks, calculated to
_ take advantage of human weakness, and foster the

spread of heinous crimes.
It would be well if the managers of Canadian

s newspapers would in the future refuse to admit
into their advertising columns such open incentives
to vice as the so called Dr. Davis, and others of
his kind, have in their announcements in Toronto

y and country newspapers displayed. Medical men
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are peculiarly fitted for forming an accurate judg-
ment of the fatal effects of empiricism in all its
varied shapes, and of suggesting methods for its
suppression, they are therefore morally bound to
express openly their opinons, and to expose to
the utmost of their power, the nature and extent
of the evil. " The press," says Mr. Grant, " has
before it one of the most glorious missions in which
human agencies were ever employed. Its mission
is to enlighten, civilize, and transform the world."
For the accomplishment of this mission it is quite
evident that one of the first steps will be the sup-
pression of the abominable announcements of the
quack, and thus keep its own morality above
suspicion.

PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE ONTARIO
MEDICAL ACT.

There have been several prosecutions under the
Medical Act in this city, within the past month.
Three most noted quacks have been brought
up, charged with practising medicine without
license. One was fined $50 and costs ; the second
was dismissed because Dr. Miller, the public prose-
cutor, could not prove that the accused had taken
a fee for the services rendered, and in the third
case, judgment was reserved until the 3oth ult.

It is quite time after what has occurred in
our midst during the past month, we refer, of course,
to the Davis abortion case, to weed out from our
midst all who are unlicensed and unqualified to
practice medicine, and those who have been
actively concerned in doing so deserve the thanks
of the community, although it is very doubtful if
after all they will receive any. It is very much to
be regretted that an influential journal like the
Globe should be found on the side of the illiterate
quack, ready to throw dirt at any member of the
regular profession who has the boldness to come
forward at a most opportune season, to rid the
community of men who are not known to possess
any of the qualifications necessary to deal with
human life. The city and surrounding country
lias been startled by the committal of two cases of
abortion and murder, which for. cold-blooded
brutality has probably never been equalled; and
the Medical Coincil true to its duty, has come
forward to prevent such occurrences by driving

from the country that class from which abortionists
are recruited. But the Globe says they should not
be interfered with, and opens its columns to COr
respondents to deal out the most virulent abuse
upon those who set the law in motion against
these men. But for the attitude of the Gobe
Davis would have been driven from the city 101n
ago, for it was well known that if he or any of his
class had been interfered with, the Globe would
have denounced the Council and endeavoured tO
create an unfavourable impression regarding it
throughout the country. We cannot believe as
has been suggested in some quarters that the
Globe is in the pay of these men or that they are
defended becanse they are good advertising
patrons, although there is no doubt they all do a
considerable amount of advertising. Stili we ae
at a loss to account for the action of the Globe and
though not surprised we deeply regret the course it
has has seen fit to take in reference to this matter.

THE THERAPEUTICS OF DOGBANE.

From some experimental trials we are induceô
to bring to the notice of our readers certain val"
able medicinal properties possessed by the spread
ing dog's-bane, the Apocynum androsSmfoliuO
botanists. The root of this plant has beel '11
repute amongst Electic practitioners for the treat
ment of dropsies ; but it is with respect to its valute
in the treatment of atonic dyspepsia that we find
of service and likely to prove a useful agent.

There are two indigenous plants of the dog's-balle
family which have been employed in medicile'
the one commonly known as Indian hemp, aPeCt
num cannabinum ; the other known as Indian
physic, or more properly the spreading dogs-bane.
This latter is the Apocynum androsemfo/luM, ai

elegant shrub-like plant, woody at the base 0nly'
found in old fence corners, from three to five feet
high, and flowering in June, July and the early

part of August. It bears spreading cymes of de1 '
cate rose-colored, bell-shaped flowers. The fresh
plant on being wounded exudes an acrid 111iey
juice. The root, which is the part used is snial 1
diameter, long and spreading. To the taste the
root is intensely bitter.

The medicinal action of the plant varies acco
ing to the dose. In small doses of ten grains '

1

dà
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tOnic to the stomach, and laxative ; in larger doses
it proves an irritant emetic and cathertic. Its
Stimnulant action on the intestinal canal constitutes
its great value in the treatment of certain forms of
dyspepsia. The bitter principle of this plant is
reputed to contain the alkaloid strychnia ; and its
action on the alimentary canal is not unlike the
tonic action of nux vomica, the place of which it
Might be made to take, in the treatment of dyspep-
sia and torpidity of the bowels.

This contribution, however, is meant to be simply
Suggestive. Our trials of the remedy have been
ilnteresting and encouraging, but they have been of
too limited a character to do more than to satisfy
Us that we have here a native plant the virtues of
Which are not sufficiently appreciated. No doubt
there are many other indigenous plants remaining
in unmerited obscurity. We should be glad if any
of our readers who have had experience of the
Spreading dogs-bane will give us their estimation of
its curative properties in the various diseases to
Which it is applicable.

ANOTHER DIPLOMA-SELLING UNIvERSITY.-The
-ivingstone University of America, incorporated by

the State of West Virginia, publicly advertises the
sale of diplomas; as may be seen from the follow-
ihg special notice which we clip from the Electic

featica/ -7ourna, of Pennsylvania :-" Special
Notice.-For the purpose of erecting buildings in
Charleston, West Va., and in the vicinity of Had-
donfield, N. J., one thousand certificates of mem-
bership will be sold for $5o each, to well qualified
Physicians, eminent clergymen, dentists, teachers,
authors, scientists, and other professional gentle-
Men, wit. this certificate the Diploma of the Univer-
s'tY will be awardedfree. Applicants for certifi-
cates and diplomas must send proper testimonials
Of their professional standing. For additional par-
ticulars, address, &c, &c. Tl-e Arts Department
Of the above University is located in Haddonfield,
N. J. The Medical and Dental Department in
Philadelphia, and the Theological Department in
Charleston, Va. It is to be hoped, however, that the
State Government will immediately put a stop to
such bare-faced proceedings by cancelling the char-
ter of this University.

DR. GRoss's METHOD OF CUTTING STRICT-
URES.-A communication in the Nashville Yournal
of Medicine and Surgery gives an interesting ac-
count of the practice of Dr. Samuel W. Gross, of
Philadelphia, in slitting strictures by means of his
newly invented urethrotome, an instrument which is
described as possessing the great recomendation of
simplicity. It is modelled on the plan of the
French bougie-a-boule, an instrument invaluable
in the accurate diagnosis of even the smallest
strictures, from the fact of the resistance offered by
the stricture on being withdrawn from the urethra.
" He conceived the idea," says the correspondent,
" that if only a blade was fixed immediately be-
hind the shoulder which always hitched up against
the constriction on being withdrawn, a stricture
could be easily and safely divided. The instru-
ment as now manufactured by Gemrig is a straight
tube about ten inches in length, terminating in the
acorn-shaped expansion of the bougie-a-boule, and
having a concealed blade just behind the shoulder,
which on pushing a spring juts out a little more
than the circumference of the bulb, and invariably
cuts in the right place and at the right time. in-

deed a faux pas in an operation with this instru-
ment could hardly be made. The doctor has
operated with it a number of times, and always
with the most gratifying success.

MATRICULANTS IN MEDICINE.-The following
gentlemen successfully passed their Matriculation

examination in July last :-V. T. Atkinson, Nel-
son; J. W. Good, Palmerston; M. Thuresson, St.

Catharines ; F. B. Lundy, Galt; E. Prouse, Little

Britain ; H. C. Van Norman, Brantford; J. W.

Ross, Toronto; S. A. Bosanko, Gravenhurst; G.

McCullough, St. Marys; L. S. Munro, Fergus; W.

Corneil, Arkona; J. Pudhope, Orillia; J. D. Cook,
Paris ; S. A. Cornell, Arkona ; W. Cross, Craig-

vale ; J. W. Rae, Little Britain.

SEA-SICKNESS.-Nitrate of Amyl is the latest
remedy for the above affection. It is administered
rapidly in thrce drop doses by inhalation, after the
first vomiting has subsided a little. It is said never
to fail.

COLLEGE GF SURGEONS, ENGLAND.-Sir James
Paget, F.R.S., has been elected President of the

Royal College of Surgeons, of England.
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A LITTLE LATIN AND LESS GREEK. - Dr.
Gross having stated that the coming American
medical student must have a fair knowledge of
Latin and Greek, thereupon the American Pr cii-
tioner observes that if the requirement is insisted
on " there will be howling among the professional
corps from one end of the land to the other; and
if it was made appliciable to the teacher as well as
to the taught, more than half the chairs in the
schools would be emptied." A statement which
is eminently suggestive of the great difficulties
which the bulk of American medical men and
students have to encounter in mastering the scien-
tific terminology of medicine.

MEDICAL CONFERENCE.-At the meeting of the
Canadian Medical Association, the following
gentlemen were appointed as a Committee of Con-
ference to meet at Saratoga, in September, the date
to be named by Dr. Gross, of Philadelphia, Chair-
man of a similar committee of the American
Medical Association: Drs. Grant, Hingston, Hod-
der, Parker, Thorburn, Botsford, David, Fulton,
F. W. Campbell, Atherton, Farrell, Howard, and
Robillard.

A GooD OPENING.-We would call attention to
the advertisement in another column offering for
sale an established practice with an interest in a
drug business. Having a personal knowledge of
the advertiser, and the town in which he resides,
we have no doubt an opportunity is here offered
which seldom occurs. A gentleman adapted to a
town practice, having a few hundred dollars at his
cornmand, will find this, we feel convinced, a really
good opening.

APPOINTMENTS.-J. Byron Moran, Esq., M.D.,
of Roslin, Associate Coroner for the County of
Hastings. H. H. Wright, M. D., Toronto, has
been appointed on the consulting staff of the
Toronto General Hospital. Dr. Steves, of St.
John, has been appointed Medical Superin-
tendent of the Provincial Insane Asylum, New
Brunswick.

APPOINTMENT.-The following gentlemen, mem-
bers of the Faculty of Trinity College Medical
School, have been qppointed on the acting staff of
the Toronto General Hospital : Drs. J. Fulton, J. E.
Kennedy, J. A. Temple and A. J. Johnston.

PARTNERSHIP.-Partnership wanted in a large
town or city practice, by one lately from England.
British qualifications, &c. Address LANCEr
Office.

ELIXIR FERRI ET CALCIS PHOS. Co.-The con-
bination of Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phos. Co., to
which we made reference in our last issue,
giving it our unqualified recommendation, is
prepared by Dr. T. B. Wheeler, of Montreal.

Several articles have been unavoidably crowded
out to make room for the Report of the Canadian
Medical Association. A reply to Dr. Clark's
letter will appear in our next.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

First Day's Proceedings.

The eighth annual meeting of the Canadian
Medical Association took place in Halifax, N.S.,
on Wednesday, the 4th of August.

The chair was taken by the President, Dr.
Botsford, of St. John. There were present besides
Dr. Botsford ; Drs. Tupper, Thorburn, Hodder,
Walker, White, Robillard, Muir, Munroe, Ryal,
Hamilton, Rosehrugh, Harding, Atherton, DeWolf
Lawson, Fleming, Jennings, Farrell, Johnstf,
Peppard, Burgess, Moren, Campbell, McMillan,
Hingston, David, Gordon, Oldright, Christie,
Fulton, Dawson, Kerr, Sanford, Clay, R. S. Black,
J. F. Black, Parker and others.

Dr. Pineo, of the United States Marine Service,
Dr. Tyler, the representative of the Massachusetts
Medical Society, and Dr. Warner, of Boston, as
delegate from the American Medical Associatiol,
were introduced to the meeting. They were cord-
ally received and made a few remarks. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and con-
firmed. Drs. Baxter and Sharpe, of Moncton, N.
B. ; Fleming, of Sackville, N.B.; Kerr, of London'
derry; Burgess, of Cheverie ; Peppard, of Great
Village; and Lawson, Woodill, Campbell, Walsh,
Clay, and Dodge, of Halifax, were elected memobers
of the Association.

Letters were read from Professor Gross, (Phila-
delphia,) Marsden and Trenholme, (Montreal,)
expressing regret for their inability to be present.

A communication from the Medical Associatio'
of the United States informing the Association of J
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the appointment of thirteen delegates to confer
With a committee from the Canadian Association
and suggesting that the Conference take place at
Saratoga in September, was received.

Reports of Committees on Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics and Necrology were called for, but were
not forthcoming.

Dr. Hodder, of Toronto, made a few remarks on
Inedical education. He thought the system of:
education in Ontario was excellent, and, if it were
POssible, that one standard and system should be
adopted throughout the Dominion. He would
like to have the matter referred to a committee
f0om all parts of the Dominion. The duty of this
Society was to elevate the standard of the medical
profession in order to put down quacks and other
Illegal practitioners.

Dr. Oldright, of Toronto, said he thought that
tudents should be examined yearly, and that prac-

tea1 work should be added to the examinations.
Dr. Pineo presented four volumes of reports of

the U. S. Marine Hospital to the Association, and
the thanks of the meeting were tendered to him for
the same.

The President then delivered his annual address
Which will be found in another column.

Dr. Tupper moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Bots-
ford for his address, and heartily 9econded the
suggestion in regard to the importance of vital
statistics. Dr. Hodder seconded Dr. Tupper's
r'Otion. He thought the matter of vital statistics
Shoule be undertaken entirely by the Government.

Drs. Tupper, Parker, Wickwire, Robillard,
Thorburn, Hingston, Harding and Oldright were
aPI)ointed a committee to nominate officers.

Afternoon Session.
The meeting was called to order at half-past 2

P.rr,
Several wax specimens, representing exanthema-

tous diseases were exhibited by Dr. Black, of Halifax.
Dr. Botsford then read a paper on " The Ciima-

tology of New Brunswick and its relation to dis-
ease," and also one on " Sanitary Science," by Dr.

rocque, of Montreal.
Dr. Parker moved that a committee be appoint-

ed to request the Dominion Governrnent to take
11P the whole subject of vital statistics. Referring
to the drainage of houses, he said he was perfectly
satisfied that many cases of typhoid fever had re-
sulted from this source.

Dr. Hingston, referring to climatology and vital
statistics, suggested that a medical man from each
of the larger cities should be appointed to draw up
a lemorial for the Government.. He thought that
'ý0Mpulsory vaccination could not be carried out.

Dr. Oldright read a paper on " The Ventilation
ODrains, which elicted a discusssion in which

rs. Farrell, Pineo, Walsh, Jennings, Christie,
aMilton, Tyler and Warner took part.

Dr. Farrell then read a paper on " Surgical
Cleanliness," wbich was discussed by Drs. Parker,
Jennings, Atherton, Christie, and others. Dr. Far-
rell in his paper thought that Dr. Lister's dressings
of carbolic acid were only second to cleanliness.
Dr. Hodder agreed with Dr. Farrell. Dr. Hings-
ton thought that some surgeons whilst paying too
much attention to carbolic acid might pass by the
matter of cleanliness. Drs. Oldright and Fulton
also spoke and moved a vote of thanks to Dr.
Farrell for his short and pithy paper.

In the evening a paper was read by Dr. Dodge
on " Some cases of eye disease," which was dis-
cussed by Drs. Hingston, Jennings, and others.

Dr. Gordon then read a paper forwarded by Dr.
Bent, of Truro, treating of a case of " bent knee,"
resulting from contraction of muscles.

Dr. Rosebrugh read a paper on " Some of the
more common diseases of the eye, met with in
private practice." Remarks were made by Dr.
Jennings, Hingston, Dodge, and Farrell.

Second Day's Proceedings.

After the transaction of routine work, Dr.
Tupper, Chairman of the Committee on
nominations, recommended the following gentle
men as officers of the Association and committeee
for the ensuing. year, which was adopted.

President-Dr. Hodder,
General Secretary-Dr. David, re-elected.
Treasurer--Dr Robillard, re-elected.
Vice-President for Ontario-Dr. Thorburn.

"( Quebec Dr. Hingston.
« 94 N. S. Dr. Jennings.
" " N. B. Dr. Earle.

Local Sec. for Ontario-Dr. Zimmerman.
" " Quebec Dr. Roy.
" "4 N. S. Dr. Gordon.
" "i N. B. Dr. McLaren.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION.--Drs. David,
Robillard, Fenwick, Peltier and Campbell.

COMMITTEE ON MEDICINE.-Drs. Wright, How-
ard and McDonald.

CoMMITTEE ON SURGERY.-Drs. Campbell, Old-
right and Malloch.

It was decided that the next meeting of the
Association be held in Toronto on the first Wed-
nesday in August, 1876.

[he President and officers of the Association
were appointed a delegation to attend tl4e meet-
ing of the American Medical Association, and the
local Vice-Presidents and Secretaries have the
power of appointing additional delegates from
their respective Provinces.

Dr. Hodder of Toronto, moved, and Dr. Fulton
seconded, that a committee of two members of the

Association in each Province, together with the
local secretary for each Province, be appointed by
the Association for suggestmg a universal code of
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medical education for the Dominion, to consist of
the following gentlemen :-Nova Scotia, Drs.
Parker and Farrell ; New Brunswick, Drs. Bots-
ford and Steves; Quebec, Drs. Hingston and
David ; Ontario, Drs. Thorburn and Temple.

Dr. A. T. Reid read a paper styled " Clinical
Observations," in which Drs. Christie, Thorburn,
Walsh, Atherton, Hingston, Muir, Earle, Parker,
Oldright and Dawson took part.

Votes of thanks were passed to the various rail-
road and steamship companies, after which the As-
sociation went on an excursion around the harbor
and visited the admiral ship " Bellerophon." The
party then went to the Asylum at Dartmouth,
where they were entertained at dinner by Dr. De
Wolf, the Medical Superintendent.

In the evening a ball was given in honor of the
occasion by Dr. W. J. Almon at his residence in
Hollis St., to which a kirge number of the members
were invited. On the following evening a concert
was given in the Public Gardens, to which they
were also invited. The meeting was upon the
whole a very pleasant and profitable one, and was
more largely attended than usual.

NORTH RIDING OF BRUCE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
The first meeting of the above Society was held

in Paisley, on Monday, August 16th; Dr. Scott, of
Southampton, in the chair; Dr. Mackay, of Under-
wood, Secretary.

Present - Drs. Sinclair, Port Elgin ; Scott,
Southampton ; Douglass, Port Elgin ; Paterson,
Tiverton ; Washington, '[ara; McLaren, Paisley,;
Mackay, Underwood ; Reilly, Paisley ; Cook,
Chesley and Baird, Paisley.

OFFICERs ELECTED.-President, Dr. Scott ; ist
Vice-President, Dr. Douglass; 2nd Vice-President,
Dr. McLaren ; Secretary, Dr. Reilly ; Treasurer,
Dr. Cook.

After some discussion, the following Tariff of
Fees was adopted:

Advice in Office ••:... ..................$ o 50
with medicine...... 0

Day visits in village .1. ......... . ... i oo
Other visits during the day .......... · ·.· ·. 50
Niglit visits in village... ... . ....... · 1 50Day visits in country, ist mile .... ........ 1 oo
Each additional mile.50
Consultation visits-mileage extra ....... 3 oMedical certificates..... . . - 5Unusual detention (over one hour) per hour 50
Stethoscopic examination of chest ......... oo
Vaccination ..... ..... ·.·.. 50
Additional vaccination (same family) 25Administration of anesthetic .. ........ 2 o

.Surgery.
Reduction of hernia by taxis...........

6&9 op)eration . -

fin-aerOpening abscess.... .. ..............
Applying cups and setons.
Attendance in surgical cases extra.

Lithotomy.........................
Amputation of thigh.....-------------

humerus and lower extremity
Removal of large tumor. ..............

. small tumors, excision of ton-
sils, amputation of fingers, cutting for
fistulas, tapping, &b.-.........

Removal of cancer of breast...........
Introduction of catheter, probang or bougie
Subsequent introductions ...................
Fracture of thigh (adult)..............

"( (child ) ...............
Fracture of leg......................

upper extremity............
Reduction of dislocation of the hip.

e4 k n e e . . . . . .

44 ankle.
shoulder

e 4 e lb o w . . . . . .
wrist

Obstetrics.
Ordinary cases . o0
If over five miles, mileage extra.
Instrumental cases .. .. ................. 00
Detention over eight hours, per hour .. 50

Fifty copies of the above Tariff of Fees were
ordered to be printed.

A committee on Ethics was appointed. After Il

very pleasant meeting, a hearty vote of thanks Was
tendered to Dr. Scott, for his efforts in the organi-
zation of the Society, to which that gentlellan
made a suitable response. g

The Society adjourned, to meet at Port Elgi"'
:n call of the'President.

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF SIMCOE.

At the annual meeting of the Medical Associ-
ion of Simcoe, a resolution was passed " earnestîY
)rotesting against recent changes in the curriculul1 1

>f studies, by which the time required of the nedi
:al student is altered." The following gentleme11
vere elected officers for the ensuing year :-Pr.
-lamilton (Barrie), President; Dr. Lund (Chturch-
ill), 1st Vice-President ; Dr. Blackstock (FII
tale), 2nd Vice-President ; Dr. Ramsay (Orilli'
iecretary ; Dr. McCarthy (Barrie), Treasurer.
,xecutive Committee-Drs. Ed. Morton, Ayl1
;orth, Wells, Callaghan, Hanley, Bell, Nicol, g'th-
rford and Madill.

10 00

30 0O
25 00

35 0O
20 00
10 00

5 00
25 0°

2 00
1 00

1o 00

6 00
10 oo

8 00

15 00
10 00

5 0
5 404
5 00
5 0
1 00

50
1 00
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NOVA SCOrIA MEDICAI, SOC IETY. him that he will require a sound body with a sound
mind, but if he can't have both be sure and bring

The annual meeting of this Society took place i the sound body. He must have no fear of toil or
in Halifax, on Tuesday, the 3rd of August. The tempest-no fear of contagion-no fear of poverty.

fowing gentlemen were present: Drs. Page, He must be a member of the Y. M. C. A., and
eiOng entleme were presnt:s, agbel the nearest Agricultural Society. He must Le
eid, Peppard, Woodill, Burgess, Campbell, able to lecture on temperance, and make funny

lNeuston, Hamilton, Walsh, Sanford, Bent, Wier, tea-meeting and pic-nic speeches. He must know
black, Sr.. Black, Jr., Farrell, Somers, T. R. enough law to know how to write a will, and
Alton, Fraser, Cowie, W. J. Almon, Gordon enough of medicine to know when the will ought

Lawson, Wickwire, McMillan, Parker, Slayter, to be written. He may feed often on the fat of

iIuir, Dodge. The President, Dr. Page of Truro, the land, but must behappy and content after, with
r a boiled herring and sour bread. He will often

aving taken the chair, the minutes of the last sleep soundly in the best bed, but just as often he
Ieeting were read and confirmed. Several letters will find the best bed occupied by too lively a

Were then read, including one from Dr. Hiltz, company, in addition to himself, to make sleep just

Chester, reîating to the improper working of the as refreshing as nature designed it should be. To
esterAct, allowing unqualified medical men to enumerate alil his trials and annoyances, would be
edical A aas unwise as it would be impossible to classify or

Practice in the country. It was moved by Dr. portray pleasures and joys which, under the most
?arker and seconded by Dr. Peppard, that Dr unfavorable circurstances, always far exceed his

4iltz's letter be transferred to the Secretary of the sorrows and pains. His rewards are not the

kedical Board. The motion was passed. The rewards of merchants, lawyers, or statesmen, they

ed cal Ba rd T e moti on w a p aed. Te are not at all of this world and just what they will
resident was then called upon for an address. be in the next, I cannot tell you. Here my lamp
The following is an extract which we clip from went out just as I was about to commence a sketch

the Citizen :- of another medical man of the female persuasion.

In looking back for comfort I see enough to The reading of papers was deferred until the
be - · meeting of the Dommnion Medical Association

beget large hope for the future, and niy imagina- metnCtteloiio eia soito
tiOgenot by any means a brilliant one, pitres which was to take place the next day. On motion

n, nt b an mens briliat oe, ictresof I )r. Farreli, Dr. Hamilton, Cowie, Peppard,
Inany beautiful and desirable things that are toofD.FrelD.Haitn wePprd

OW out of the efforts that are being put forth to- Woodill, and Sanford were appointed a committee

oY by the members of our profession in beha f of to nominate officers for the ensuing year. The

by\Cation and benevolence. And among other committee on coroner's fees, etc., through Dr.

Pîctures I have sketched a beau ideal of the medi- Farrell, reported r that nothing had been done.

'l Student of not many years hence, or rather the The report gave rise to a lengthy discussion.

YOung graduate. Dr. Gordon expressed himself very strongly on

le must be a gentleman born and bred. He the necessity for some alterations in the law
rust be a Bachelor, if not Master, of Arts. He relating to Coroners. Dr. Almon also expressed

utist be a thorough Chemist, and Zoologist, and himself very emphatically on the subject of
àOtanist, in fact a walking Encyclopoedia of coroners' inquests. In many cases the coroner's
Sdience t inquest was utter nonsense, and the money spent

,ie must read and converse in all languages, in on the proceedings was often wasted. Dr. Page
German and French, and understand weil the use said that he had often been called ten miles to
and capabilities of the microscope, while a know- give evidence on an inquest, for which the fee was
ledge of the photographer's art will often prove fifty cents. The discussion ended in the deter-

"ery useful. He must understand all sanitary mination to re-appoint the committee to examine
science, including drainage and ventilation. He into the whole subject and report as soon as

sn5t know no sect, party or creed. He must be possible.
beligious without being sectarian, patriotic without Drs. Kerr (l(Hndoaderry), Wier (Shubenacadie,

eg a partisan. He must be as abstemious as a and D. A. Campbell (Halifax), were then elected
;ethodist parson or a Good Templar, and as good members of the Society, and the meeting adjourned.

judge of wine as a Bishop. He must be as At the evening session a committee, consisting
'Yfpathetic as a nursing mother and as cruel as of Drs. Gordon, Somers, Black, Parker and Almon,
eold steel. He must combine the boldness of a was appointed to confer with the medical societies
lon with the soft and tender touch of a lady. of New Brunswick and Prince Edward's Island
And when endowed with all these and a hundred regarding the establishment of a Maritime Pro-
Other qualifications too numerous to mention, he vinces Medical Association. 'l'he following were
Sets out in his life work. If he comes to the elected officers for the ensuing year :-
Counttry, I may take the liberty of suggesting to President-Dr. Shaw, Kentville; Vice-Presidents
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-Drs. Cowie and Lewis Johnson; Secretary-Dr. frequently gives rise in man to a specific disorder.
Somers ; Treasurer-Dr. Lawson. Drs. Page of I Another class of parasitic diseases, trichina and
Truro; Fraser, of Windsor ; and Parker and Cowie, tape-worm, have likewise been shown to have eXof Halifax, were elected members of the Provincial clusive origin in our domestic animals. He treats
Medical Board. It was decided to meet next year also of those diseases produced by the specific phyat New Glasgow. siological virus of certain animals, reptiles and
._insects, shewing conclusively that while Man

evinces a strong affinity for animal poisons, theLpooo andI ghmphItto. susceptibility of animals to contagion of hula»
origin is slight. It would occupy us too long to

CYCLOPŒDIA OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, Vol. enter on a critical examination of this portion O
III., edited by Dr. H. Von Ziemssen, of Munich: the work, and we must content ourselves with say-
New York, Wm. Wood & Co. ' ing that it bears sufficient evidence of the learIing

f and acquirements of Professor Bollinger. ilThe third volume of Ziemssen's Cyclopedia o medicine there is no standard to which all disput-Practice of Medicine is devoted to Chronic Infec- table points are referable. Those who clamor il"
tious Diseases containing exhaustion treatises by cessantly for " principles " really understand by
Baumler on "Syphilis," " Infection by animal principles their own opinions, and a reference to
poison," by Bollinger, and " Diseases from M igra- the wisdom of our ancestors, is only a convenient

tory Parasites, by," Heller. Before passing on tmode of wrapping up laziness in prejudice. i1
Sto, England, Travers in 1827, and Elliotson in 1833'notice the general features and contents of the published a description of glanders as it affects the

volume, we must in justice advert to the prais- human subject. Professor Heller's treatise is 0
worthy manner in which the translators have ful- " Migratory Parasites," " Echinococcus Cysticer
filled their office, and also highly commend the cus Celluloste," and " Trichina." The work is

exhaustive and highly interesting.publisher for the splendid type and finished execu-
tion. Professor Baumler devotes a number of
pages to the history of syphilis, as a separate and 3th.
distinct disease from the year 1490, commencing
with the earliest discription of the disease by Mar- In Clinton, on the 5th inst., Henry Willia"
cellus Cumanus, a Venetian army surgeon ; and in nlinton on the 5t nst
lieu of endorging the opinion that Syphilis was first Cole, M.D., aged 58 years.
introduced into Europe after the first return of Dr. Cole graduated in medicine in TrilitY
Columbus from America, considers it in the high- College, Dublin, in 1840, and commenced practice
est degree probable that not only local affections in that city, where his talents and applicatnol
of the most varied description, due to unclean m that cit re hivalent nd ppliai
sexual connexion, but also syphilis existed even in secured him rapid advancement in his profession-
antiquity, both in the East and in Europe, but not Five years afterwards, he was appointed one of the
recognzed as a special form of disease, until the Masters and Lecturers in the Coombe Hospital,
close of the fifteenth century. The author then In 1856 he emigrated to Canada and settled in the
proceeds to make minute investigation into the Township of Stanley, near Bayfield. A few yers
general features of the disease, stages, general
pathology, etiology, hereditary transmission-doct- afterwards he removed to the Huron road, and
rines of unity and duality, primary infection and finally settled in Clinton, where he has practiced
general constitutional effects ; diagnosis, prog- with success for many years. He was at one tine
nosis, prophylaxis. treatment, and lastly, syphiliza- Reeve of the Township of Stanley ; but he was nott ion. In addition to all this sterling practical ambitious of public position, except of a prOfes-inatter we have the charm of varied and lively
illustration, historical as well as medical. Every sional nature. He was President of the County
division of the subject exhibits the great research Medical Association, and Vice-President of the
that the Germans are so justly famed for, original Territorial Division Association of Malahide and
and comprehensive views and an extensive ac- Tecumseh, and was appointed examiner id
quaintance with physiology, and all the known a i e on man
resources of the healing art. Professor Bollinger's wifery by the Council of the College of Physician5

treatise on ' Infection by Animal Poisons," dis- and Surgeons of Ontario. His unfailing kindnesS
courses on the diseases communicable from and genial courtesy won for him the personal
animals to man ê. g. glanders, malignant pus. regard and good will of all with whom he came l'
tule, hydrophobia also on another less formidable contact, and his loss is looked upon by the peoPle
affection, foot and mouth disease which not un- among whon he labored as a public misfortule-

,dà
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

.The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color. odor, and flavor-having a
01u that can be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, notat cn b depnde upo asOtritlYunpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
pure and scientifically prepared, having thasan b. t.is bo twetacp
O"en long felt by the Medical Profession, that it can be retained by the stomach
*. Were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and Patienta soon
facture at the Fishing Stations where the become fond of it.
ash are brought to land every few hours, Th secret of making good Cod-Liver
nd the Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of thePerfection. proper degree of heat; too much or too
This Oil is manufactured by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.

re-sh ore with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fresh heathy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-

ithout the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the
imtplest process and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who

bZ which the Oil can be separated fron are careless about these matters.
e cells of the Livers. It ls nearly de-

Porf. Parker. of New York, says : "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestie use."

After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-
Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopoeia IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable TonicE,

as combined in their elegant and palatable FerioPhosphoratel Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate

rf ron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-
oo0te, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordlal, dehcious to the taste

and acceptable to the most delicate stomsch. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not
Otn ITS ALKALOIDS OR THRIR SALTS-being unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are sinly an

ltlixlr of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Cahisaya Bark with Iron. Eac des-
sert.poonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-phosphorated Elixir of (alisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added
o each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismuth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each
able-spoonfui of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

cAsWELL, HAZARD à 0O., CHEMISTS ANE DRUGGIOTS, New York.

Mineral Waters of Vals.
IN a general manner, the springs Saint-Jean, Precieuse,

Desiree Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkalinity,
Ruidify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and com«-
14nnicate to them a reparative impulse. They increase
F41d facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
ration. They disaggregate the molecules which con-
stitut, by their union, grave] or calculus of the kidneys
Or Of the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colics.

.eh7 ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
Olence ; they prevent green sickuess hv restoring regu-
r lovements to the organs ; they awaken vital motion ,
t1tralise the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
inach, prepare it for easy digestion, and give, in short, to
whole economy a comfort that one would vainly seek

lewhere.

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
" The chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of
agnesium which the bitter water of Friedrichshall contains,

Paces it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I

begard this spring as a real treasure, whose great value must
e recognized by aIl who have experienced its salutary and
neeficial effects."

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

Vechy Water Company,
2 7 MARGARET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

i ortation of all French and German Waters, Wines
%di.s,.etc.

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
(UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,)

Manufacturers and Importers

SURGICAL

AND

OrthopWodical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Mtfanufacture and Importation of every
article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our IUutrated Catalogue and Price ,ist
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

S]E S S IO N O~E 1875-'76.
T PHE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1875-76 wiil commence on Wednesday, September 15 ,1875, and continue until thee openng of the Regular Session. THE REGULAR SESSION il commence on Wednesday, September 29th, 1875, and end aboutthe 1ît of Marcht 1876.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Woen
AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, MD.,Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine. Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of Women, Diseases of Infancy, andFRANK H• HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D., Clinical Midwifery.Prof. of Practice of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.

LEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D. Prof. of Gynecology.Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,ALEXNDE B. MOTT M an d Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine•ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M .D. AUTNFITJ. I
Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Prof. of PhysiologyAUSTIN FhyilogIal na i, and SecretaryW. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., the Faculty.Prof. of Principles of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,System and Clinical Surgery. Prof. of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D.
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D.

Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D.

Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.

EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D.Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of
ý1 Surgery.

EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.
Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of

1 Anatomy.)
FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preiiminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures.. ............ ..$140 00Matrjculation Fee .. .... .... .... .. .. .. .... ...... ...... ...............................

Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection.) ''.''....''..''..'. .'.''.''.-..•.•.••.••........ . 10 •Graduation Fee . .. ................. · ···· .......................... 00For the Annua Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address th.e Secretary of the Cole9'Prof. ASTIN FLINT, JR., Belevue Hospital Medical Colege. ________________________________

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPBATES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calis aya
A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie.

rHIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gra. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloide of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, andfifteen drops of free Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi~
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or ba i habits, in chlorotic or anEemic
women, and In the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and itmay be taken for a protracted period without becomingepugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of thePharmacopœia may be added, each fluid drachm making the64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuablecombination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
rthis compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-tained of standard prity and strength. Prepared by

T. B. WHEELER, MONTBEAL, D. C.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OP

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

HE subscriber would again remind the Medical an0
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac'

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the varions branche'
Assiduous attention to the details of the busineEs, hiban experience of thirty-five years has afforded, has enabld

him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purPoe t

for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, theare reliasble and of long and well established reputation'

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted.....-$25.0
Aspirator, No. 2, " " « 18.
Aspirator, No. 3, " " c ..

Al the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly attendd

JAM' Catalogues furnished on application.

Oct., 1873.
HORATIO G. KBE1'

No. 21 North Sixth St.,PhiladelPb'
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UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Medical I)partment.

Thirty-sixth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia,

110th ANNUAL SESSION, 1875-76.
M]&iDIC.AL ]FA CULT'IY-

QPORGE B. WooD, M.D., LLD., Emeritus Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine ; HENRY H. SMITH, M.D., Emeritus
rofessor of Surgery.
J<bsEPH CARSoN, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica and Pharmacy; ROBERT E. ROGERS Prof. of Chemistry; JOSEPH

pRIDY, M.D., LLD., Prof. of Anatomy ; FRANCIS G. SMITH, M.D., Prof. of Institutes of Medicine; R. A. F, PENioSE, M.D.,
"of of Obstetrics and Diseases of Wonen and Children ; ALFRED SI ILLE, M.D., Prof. of Theory and Practice of Medicine

&1d Clinical Medicine; D. HAYES AGNEW, M.D., LLD., Prof. ùf Surgery.
Demnonstrator of Anatomy, H. LENOX HoDGE, M.D.; of Surgery, CHARLES T. HUNTER M.D., of Practical Chemistry,

QGEOXIQ M. WARD, M. D., of Experimental Physiology, IsAiAc OTT, M.D,
pClinicn Instruction is given at the University Hospital as follows; Surgery, Profs. AGNEW and J. NEILL; Medicine,

rof. PEPPER; Diseases of Women and Children, Prof. GOODELL; Diseases of the Eye, Prof. NoRRIs ; Diseases ot the Ear,
Pl. STRAWBRIDGE; Nervous Diseases, Prof. H. WoOD, Jr.; Skin Diseases, Prof. L. A. DUHRINO; Morbid Anatomy and

hlatology, Prof. J. TYSoN.
The Philadelphia Hospital also is contiguous to the University, and its Clinical Lectures are free to ail medical

8tudents. Students may be examined on the elementary branches at the end of the second course, and, if approved, may
devote themselves during the third course to the applied branches only.

During the Spring and Summer, Lectures on Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, Botany, Hygiene, Medical Jurisprudence
"'d Toxiology and Geology, are delivered by Professors ALLEN, WooD, HARTSHORNE, REESE, and HoWELL, of the Auxiliary
aclty, and are free to Matriculants of the Medical Department.
The Lectures of 1875-'é6 will commence on Monday, October 4th, and end on the last day of February ensuing.
P5Es.-For one full course, $140; or, for each Professor's ticket separately, $20. Matriculation fee (paid once only',

These fees are payable in advance. Graduation fee, $30.
Letters of inquiry should be addressed to ROBERT E. ROGERS, M.D., DEAN,

P. 0. Box 2839, Philadelphia.

GEORGE TIEMANN & 00, CUTLERS
STOHLMANN. ESTABLISED 1826. BD. PFARRE POCKET INHALER

AND

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK, JCarbolate oflodine Inhalants

MANUPACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

21JRGIOAL INSTIUMENTS,
4 IaPratus for Fractures, DisIocations and Deformities,

agt at Instruments for Local Ansesthesia, and for Applica-

tos to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-
ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ail kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

BY THE

ARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867
-ERING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

Al1erican Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

A REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-
eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatinent of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to all
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and weil carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the

person as handily as apencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patente in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this conntry.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
put up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & 00.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPA RTMENT-B8TON, MASS.

Ninety-Second A nnual Announcement, 1875-76.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. ROBERT T. DES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia edisCALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., A8.,is't. Prof. of PbysiOlOgY'JOHN B. S. JACKSOeN, MD., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. CHARLE S B. PORTER, M.D., I> monstrator of AnatOuOLIVER W. U NOLMES, M.D., Prfessor of Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.HENRY J. BIGELOW, Ml., Professor of Surgery. FREERI I. KNIGIT, M.D., iaPctor in PerusioflJOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Discases. Auscultation and Lryngoscopy.CHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetric J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.and Metial Jurisprudence. f REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of PatbOoFRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the, Tlieory gical Anatomy.and Practice of Medicine. THIOMAS DWIGIi, JRi., M.D., Instructor in HistologY-JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrica. EDV1.AItI S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chenitt'lHENRY WV. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalinology. IIENRY H. A. BEACFI, M.D., Assistant DegnonstratOr OfDAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. Anatomy.
JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors•
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTI, JR., M.D., on Syphilis.GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, Instructor in Obstetrics.
J. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of Women. CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Children.CRIARLES P. PUTNAM, X.D., Lecturcr on Diseases o>f Children.
JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Disea-es of the Nervous Systein.

T HE' plan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teacblDand practical exercises, distributed throughout the acadernic year. This year begin' September 30,1875, and ends OP
the last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided into two equa term , with a recess of one week between tbem. 1it8her
of these two terms is more than equivalent to the former "Winter Session," as regards the eount and character of te
instruction. The course of instruction bas been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three ycars, and bhas bael o
arranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and natural order.In the subjeets of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, Oradded to, the usual methoda of instruction.

Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the threeyears' period of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects of inedical instruction bas been distributed(through the whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examination in every <>118the principal departments of medical instruction during hie period of study.
DIVISION OF STUDIES.

For the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.For the Second ear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Theory and Practice of Medio'Clinical Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
For tah Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery a0dClinical Surgery. 

hrStudents are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began thei
professional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing; but ail persons wbo apply for ad ission tsecond or third year's clasa, muet pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to wIcb thY n
admission. Examinations are held in tbe following order-

At the end of the first year-Anatony, Physiology and general Chemistry." secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinioal Medicine,Surgery.
Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning Septembr 27th. Students who do not int**dto offer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any student 1001obtain, without an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with the school.REQUIREMENTs FOR A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must have studied medicine threefull years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and hafpresented a thesis.
COURSE FOR GRADUATES.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilitige

for pursuing chinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subject as may specially intereht tbem, tha FaOîtY
established a course which comprises the following branches :--Peysiology, Medical Cbemistry, Pathologial Al1t1001
Surgery, Auscultatien, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, eygiene, Dermatology, Syphili s, ho'
logical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gyneecology and Obstetrics. to

Single branehes may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the priviege of attending any of ther
exercises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and lierary, and a other right accorded by the Utiversi»
will be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who bay desre to obtain the degree of M.D. at this Univ"rsiîl'
will be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study ir the Graduates' Course. o a s

FErs.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates
Course, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses such fees as are specified in the catalogue. Payment in advance.

Members of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatiious in anyo
department withotn paying additional fees.

For further information, or Catalogue, address-
DR. R. Il. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mg'

* In and after September, 1877, an examination on entrance will be required. For particulars ses Catalogue.
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguishtO calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, andregulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of thattharvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gavethe nrne of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy everdiscovered.

CHLORoDYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedyer discovered. i
CHLoRoDYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitia, Asthma.CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,croup>, Ague. Dyetey
CHLORODYNE acts like a charn in Diarrha, and is the only specifie in Cholera and DysenterCHLORODYNE effectually cuts hort all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.SCHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheuinatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,meningitis, &c.

Extract from Indian Economist.
"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by carsquent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior toquine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chiorodyne is yetPrOperly appraised in India. . . . It May be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medicalhid but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative p6wer is simply amazing."
"Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majeaty's Consu.' Maniiia, to the effect that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO-*'Z<E.~~-eeLancet, Dec. 1, 1864.,

From W. VEsALIUs PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatorny and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

eiou I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so effica-
ostas an Anti-Spasmodic d Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhoa, and other diseases, and arm'st Porfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-relief in violent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered fosw11 with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to ob ain relief from other remedies, such aran, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From D.. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horneastle.
We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice 1. tely, and look upon it as an excellent directtive and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. Itu0es a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advantageAil other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF Pl RACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTIN.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efflcacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that theSshould obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chancellor WOOD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the*hOîe story of the Defepdant, FRaEMAN, was deliberately untrue.Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentationofthe decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lani confirn this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles,at 1s lid., 2t 9d., 4s 6d., cach. None genuine without the words "Dr.LLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Governimenit Stamp. Overwhelming Modicalrtimony accompanies each bottle.

MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOM8BURY, LONDON.
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(PETIR OLEO VIRrTUS VA LIDISSIM A)
I 'he most eficacious virtuefrom Petroleun."

The Emollinent and healing priaciple.fro, Petroleun, highly putried and cncentrated, without the use of chemicals. It has al
absolute non-affinity for oxygen or moisture ; a perfect blani, soothing». oleginous substance, applicable to the most sensitive conr
dition. even to thee e, without the slightest irritation. and yet so hoiogeneous and dense as to exclude atmospheric action and othO
malific influence. IT IS A PERFECT APPLICATION,
6 WHEN USED AS SURGICAL DRRSsING, and the bandages adhere'to the wound, the subseqent applications may be made upon the
exterior of the last fold, which it will penetrate at once, thus aeoiding the danger of re-opening tho wound.

FOR BURNS ANDSCALDs it is INVALUABL. It allays the acute inflammation almnost immediately, and thoroughly protects thi
0

injured parts from the action of the atnosphere. If used promptly and ALoNE, the wound heals rapidly. even in severe c9s
without any slougbing, and usually without leaving any scars. For cuts, lacerated surfaces, all kinds ot inlaw mation, poisonie%'
and SKIN DISEASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterus and urethra, by injecton. Hundreds of uSeo
for it are snggested to the physician who knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fermentation, or becomien
randid on any sore, in any climate or temperature.

Cosnoline combines readily with White Wax for Ointments, Cerates, with Sulphur, Iodine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Gu0at
Resins, etc. It does not combine with proof spirits, Ammonia or Caustic Alkalies. Coming from the same primitive source a
Carbolie Acid, it bas a peculiar affinity for that valuable remedy, and forms a superior vehicle for it : on account of its simple aed
positive character it is vastly superior to Olive Oil, Lard, etc., as a menstruun for other e ternal applications. As an emnoliment, .1 tsuperior to Glycerine, especially the Rose perfumed. Its non-affinity for oxygen or inoisture renders it a perfect protection agat
rust when applied to surgical instruments.

Prepared expressly for Medical Purposes by
-F. IEZO UICIH T O ATI cio 40 X a.To be had fron all Retail Druggists. Sanples and Circulars furnihed 215 South Front Street Philadelphia.pa

The Eleventh Annual Course of Lectures in the
Hodioal Departm of theu University of Woste,

AT oLWvAJm, om0,
Will begin Wednesday, October ôth, 1875, and continue until the end of February, 187ô'

Medical and Surgical Clinics, Tuesday and Friday of each week, at Charity HOSpita.
College Clinic every Wednesday.

The Summer Session of Recitations and Clinics begins the first Monday of April, and lasts twelve weeks.

L. FIRESTONE, M.D.
C. W. NOBLE, EsQ.
T. CLARKE MILLER, M.D.

For further information or Ca

FACULTY.
G. C. E. WEBER, M.D., DEAN.

H. J. HERRICK, M.D. 1). B. SMIrHî, M.D. W. J. SCOTT, M.D.
H. W. KITCHEN, M.D. JAMES DASCOMB, M.D. A. C. MILLER, M-.D
A. METZ, M.D. JOEL POMERENE, M.D. J. H. LOWMAN, M.I>
talogue, address T. CLARKE MILLER, SECRETAgy'o

112 Prospect St., CIevelald

FIRST PEIE FOR ARTIFIVOAL LIEB
SUIRGICA

. AP

1 APPIANC S.
APPARATUS of every description made to order, for ParalYsijoint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.I .s'çç ,0 JAMES AUTHORS,

'M. 1! 16 King Street East, Toronto

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 18 74·

1 have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, fac-
excellence of workmanship showri in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those nin
tured in any part of the world. la nd.

JAMES Hl. RICHIARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S.Eng
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS..kTORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
rnarket fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz bottles, and the price
quoted includes the bottle. Xe Terns Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to August 1st, 1875.

Acid, Carbolic .............. oz.
Sulph. Ar..........8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan ........... 1 "

Gon Carb.............. lb.
'%ther, Nit.. .... ......... 8 oz. bot.

Sulph............
S C..........4

htim. Pot. Tart........... OZ.
biyenti iit. fus..
"Bam Copaib.. .......... 8 oz. bot.

Bismuth, Car.. .............. oz.
erii Oxalas..............
Chloral Hydrate ..........
Chlorodyne ................ "
chlOroforn................. lb.

Inehon Sul................ oz.
rgot, Pulv...............49. LyttS ................ lb.

tXt. Belladon............... oz.
Colocynth Co..

Gentian ...............
Iiyosciam, Ang........

CSarza Co., Ang........
N i Ir"

$ c.
0 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 63
0 30
0 30
0 15
0 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
A 75

lodine, resub ..............
Jalapin..................
Lin. Saponis..............8
Liq. Ammon...............

Arsenic..............
Bismuth.............
Donovan ..............
OpiiSed..............
PotassS..............

Mist. Ferri Co.... ....... 8
Morph. Sul...............

Mur..............
01. Crotonis..............

" Jecoris Asselli. .
" Olivae Opt..............

Opium...................
Powd................

Pil. Aloes................
" " et Ferri..........

" " Myr..............
Assafotid..............
Cath. Co., U. S........
Hydrarg, Mass.

oz.
z

oz. bot."d
"i
"i
"
"i
"i

oz. bot.

lb.
oz.

"i
"i

lb.
"

OZ.
"t

grross.

lb.

0 50
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 45
0 28
1 60
0 17
0 20
5 50
5 50
0 25
0 25
0 30
0 70
0 85
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 50

30

Rad. Rhei. pulv.. ............ b.
Santonine ................... oz.
Sode Bicarb................ .lb

" Potass. Tart.......... "
Spir. Camphor.. ... .. .. .. 8 oz. bot" Ammon. Go.......... "i
Syr. Aurant................ "c

Codela................ "i
Ferri lod.. -- .. .... .... "d
Strych. Phos. Co.. ..
Hypophos .. .. .. .. ..
Phosph. Co............ "c
Senegæ .............
Scillæ ...............

Tinct. Aconit .
" Arnica. . ."

Calumb. . .
Camph. Go........... "i
Cardam. Co.
Catechu.
Cinchon Co ..........
Colch. Sem..........

" Digital..............
"l V f

S c
2 00
0 65
0 12
0 38
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 50
0 65
0 45
0 40
0 30
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24

0 24
0 20
0 20

uc s om.. . .. .. .. .. . Subchlor. Co. gross, V g . .... .- .. 0 30TaraxacuO ............ " 0 07 " Rhei. Co.. ............. " 0 35 " Ferri Perchlor.. .. .... " 0 18
uchu...... ............ " 0 50 Podophyllin, Co........ 0 40 " Gentian Co.. 0 20

Senna................. " 0 30 Plumbi Acet................ 0lb 0 25 " Hyosciam. .... " 0 20
nn, Aloes Soc. . . " 0 90 Potass. Acet.. .. .. 0...........". 0 60 " Iodine ............. "

puv... 1 10 Bicarb ............... " .0 35 " Nucis Vom.. 0 24
Acacia, puiv.......... " 0 60 Bromid..............." 0 90 " Opii................... . 0 58

Ycerine, pure............. lb. 0 30 " Iodid................ " 5 00 " Rhei Co . ' 0 0
i An. Cit.. . .. .. .. .. - oz. 0 12 Pulv. Creta Co..............." 0 75 " Valer . . 0 24

et Quin. Cit.......... 0 65 " C Opio........· " 1 00 Verat Vir ............ oz. 0 20
e Citro,phos.. 0 18 Ipecac.. ............... ".3 00 Ung. Hyd. Nit .............. ib. 0 60
rrunRedact............... " 0 15 " o............... " 240 " Zinci........ .. .. ....... ' 0 40

rg, Chlor............." 0 15 " Jalapa.................".200 Vin. Ipecac.................8 oz. bot 0 30
C Creta.......... " O12 Quiu Sul.................. oz. 2 65 " Antim-................. 0 20

A full assortnent of Trusses, Shoulier 'lraces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant
îOplily of reliable Vaccine --Scabs ,2 ; Scab Si Enemas fron 75c

OR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS F. G. OTTO & SONS,
(SUCEEg8oR8 TO OTTO & REYNDERS.)

Absoiuteiy Pure Non-Hunanized Vaccine Virus MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

soluely ureNon-umanzedVaccne VrusS U R N A

AND

ORTHOPoDICAL INSTRUMENTS,

Trusses, Abdominal Sup-
porters, Shoulder Braces.

Stockings for Varicose Veins,
'Crutches, Skeletons,

Anatomical Preparations,
Eleoctrie Machines, Ear

Trumpets,

Apparatus for Inhalation,

FINE CUTLERY, &o.

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
tituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the

Ous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in

b C ace, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
r. Hienry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions

tront the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far
he largest and most perfect in the world.

AGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF

10 ......... ......... .................. $2.0o.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

SELECTE D......................$5.00.

tAl Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
o with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use

e Ofnpany each package. Remittances muat accompany
er. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass,

No. 64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW

Repairing neatly done.

YORK.



THE CANADA LANCET.

UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1875-'76.

E. M. HODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto
General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.

Prof. of Obstetries, and Diseases of Women and Children.
W. B. BEAUMONT, M.D. ; F.R.C.S., Eng. ; Consulting

Surgeon Toronto General Hospital.
Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.

NORMAN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.;
F.R.C.S., Edin.; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician to To-
ronto General Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.
24 Gerrard-st. East.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P.,

Lond.; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-
pital.-Cor. Gould and Yonge-sts.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine.
J. FULTON, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.-

334 Yonge-st. Physician to the Toronto General Hospital,
Hospital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Children.

Prof. of Physiology and Sanitary Science.
W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.

Prof. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis.
JAMES BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond. ; Consulting

Physician to the Toronto General Hospital, and the Burn-
side Lying-in-Hospital.-118 St. Patrick st.

Prof. of General Pathology.

J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. Lond. Phys. to Toronto
General Hospital.

Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S.,

Lond.; Physician to Toronto General Hospital, and
Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-
144 Bay-st.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-
ant Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c.

W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor
in Chemistry, College of Technology.

Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.
H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shuter-st.

Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.
J. FRASER, M.D. ; L.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

Demonstrator of Anatomy.
A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.;

Physician to Toronto General Hospital.
Microscopy.

THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on ChemistrY,
Botany, &c., Normal School.

The Session will commence on FRIDAY, the lst of October, 1875, and continue for Six Months. The Lectures
will be delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respecting
Lectures, Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given in the
annual announcement.

E. M. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR

MEDICAL USE.
We respect . 11:: refer to the following Eminent Physicians :

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot. M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, 1! D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Thea. A. McGra v. M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D•
Prof. Lewis A.Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D•

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca*

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'o
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D•s

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Th

rold.
Drs. Orten & Alexander, M.!"

Fergus.
Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., I '

ilton.
Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

Galvana-Faradic Manufacturing Company
107 E.AST 34th ST., NEW YOIRM.

Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO.
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UNIVERSITY OF THE CITYOF*W YORK.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:

410 East Twenty-sixth St., opposite Bellevue Hospital, New York City.

THIR~TY-T'T' S-ESSIO]T, 1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

REV. HOWARD CROSBY, D.D. WILLIAM H. THOMPSON, M.D.,
Chancellor of the University. Prqf ofMateria Medica and T/erapcîtics

MARTIN PAINE, M.D., LL.D., j. W. S. ARNO M.D.,"teritus Prof. of Materia ledica and Thera.peutics. f hysooy
ALFRED C. POST, M D., LL.D., o .

rs Prof of Clinical Surgery; President of the Faculty. Pe of. of Surgery.
CHARLES A. BUDD, M.D., CHARLES INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,

Prof. of Obstetrics. Prof. of Diseases of t/e Ear; Dean ofthe Faculty
JOHN C. DRAPER, M.D., LL.D., ERSKINE MASON, M.D.,

Prof. ofCh/emistry. Pro. o/ Clinica/Surgery.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D., WALTER R. GILLETTE

Prof of Pathology and Practice ofMedicine. AdjnnctProf o/ ObstetrC.
WILLIAM DARLING, A.M., M.D., F.R.C.S., WILLIAM STRATFORD, MD.,

Prof. offAnatoy. A tdjnct Prof of Cherasety.

POST GRADUATE FACULTY.
D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, MD.. MONTROSE A. PALLEN, M.D.Prof. o/J Qpt/tamoiogy and Otoiog-y. Prof of Gynaecology.

WM. A. HAMMOND, M.D., FANEUIL D. WEISSE , M .D.,Pr<f. o/J Diseases o/J t/te Mid and NervousSyste,,P Prof. oJ Surgicar A natotey.

STEPHEN SMITH, M,D., HENR G. PIFFARD, M D.,prof. Of Ort/oedic Snrgery andSiirgical -frisOriidetce. Professor of Dernatology.

COLEGIATE YEAR is divided into two SessinsWa regular Winter Session, and a Spring Session. lle latter is auxiliary to the

Adjunc Pro of Oesetrcs

ý, d the design of.the Faculty is to frnish instruction t medical students throughout the year. Attidance on t/te reg ar Wite
"Il/ t/tatés de,,zaded o/Jt/te candidates forçgradirato,, 'Ihose who attend the othcr session receivc a CERTIFICATE 0o, HoNOR, asSPursued voluintarily a fuller course than usual.
SPRING SE8810N is principally of a practical and clinical character, and affords particular facilities tO students who have

iaken one course in schools where such practical advantages exist to a less extent. The course consists aiso partly of lectures andt'o8on the subjects necessary for graduating in niedic n. enosducted by the Professors of the regular Faculty and theirasitn.
Prations will be addressed to both first and second course students. For the purpose of making the Visits to t e wrds ofthe Hospi-roffle as ossible, the class s divided nto sections. One division at a time Is instructed in Practice, Diagnoy. PrescrZtionand

LLf Patients. The course begins early in March, and continues tl the middle ofMay, whan n the SUMMER COMte sis rturi he Se umer the College Clinics are kept open. to mte i

g te aI eINiaY WINTER SESSION coTences September w 8h , and continues til the opening of he regular session. It is
rn the sanie plan as the Regular Winter Sesion.

a5ylirU5 REGUL£R WINTER SESSION OccuPies fou and a half months-commencing on September fth, and cntinuing til the middletneryn The syste. of instruction embraces a through Didactic and Clinical Course, the lectures heins illustrated by to cliniecs can
i mtin e o ns bdadly delinics wil he held eiher an Bellevue or the Charity Hosrital. The location of the College building affords the s

tN blaty s ospita le tinics. it is oppoite the gate of Oellevue Hdspital, on twenty-sixth street, and in close proxinity the r ry to
e 8te, Os ital on Blackwell's Island, while the I)epartinent of ()ut-door Medical Charity, and the Hospital Post-mortemn Rooma r arsSrfhe students ofthe University inedical College wil be furnished with admission tickets te these establsments free of

we'Osofthe practical chairs are connected with one or botli of these Hospitals. Besides tie Hospital clinies, there are eight cliniesIn the College building.

t t ePRELIMIARYA WINTR SE SSIO commo encues Seteber b5y85 n cniustl the openingor of the reea dpri e gula snt esion. I is

'i ng the ine pla ntthe eu-ua ter Session o
Stre n candidate wo is already a graduate f a recognised Medical College can obtain a Diploma Certificate, countersigned by tie

of the ' niversity and t c Dean ofthe Faculty f the Medical DeparCment, and by four or more Professors of t we Pcst Graduate
o' thesfee tat the candidate has passed an examination by ther in their respective branches of special edical instrucon. the etet y a Certitlicate is $30. p x i to th e r t

>r, helt esires of cal attention particularly toe the opportunities for dissection. S iects are ablhant, and are furie/,ifree o/Jd Te roessor of AnaToRy spends several hours eac day in demonstration in the dissecting-roold.

FEES FOR THE WINTER COURSE.
For I'culours uLetr........................................................$10o
De *- ltoî................ ........................................................... 5 050

mroe strater'g fee, including material for dissection..th inHos.talsand.a.the. oll.. Aferanaten.ne.o.oe.esioo10n00'l'aditation Fee............................................30 0o

stjI FEES FOR THE SPRING COURSE.rid o"a who have attended the Winter Course will be admitted free of charge. Those who have not atended the Winter Course will be
PaY the Matriculation Fee and $30 Da and, shoe uld they decide ta become pupils for ti Winter, t e $o ths paid will be deducted

i?, 1ce of the Witer tickets. For tie purpose of assistingmeritoeous individuals, the Faculty wil receive a few beitrcio.s each of
r t a required te pay $43 per annun. and th Matriculation Fee.

ter Particulars and circulars, address the Dean.

Prof. oaS. INSLEZ PtRDEhM d.D.,
t875~ Uni.rsit1 M da CoUege, 410 Eaat 26th St.,New York City.
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Fig. No. 19.

SPINAL PROP
APPLIED.

Fig. No. 14.

Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVER

Unrivalled fi the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and makes no
show through the dress.
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Baning Truss & Brace Co's.

ýhe above eut represents BAN-
NING's NoW-FaIcTION SELF-ADJUST-
ING BEÂcO Tuss, applled for the
retention of inguinal, femoral
and umbilical hegia. Acta upon
the principle of removing visceral
weight from hernial openings. Is
light, cool and self-adjustable, snd
sa absolntely a Son-Friction Truqs

3s"STEM
OF

MECHAWICAL SUPPORT
Has the unqualified endorsement of over five
thousaud of the leading medical men of this
country and Europe, and has been adopted by
them in their practice.

PRACTITIO N ERS
Report to the Medical Journals and to un that
cases of

SPINAL DEFOR1ITIES
AND

1 : c T
which have gone through the whole catalogue of
other Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Sup'
porters and Pessaries,

YIELD READILY
TO

Our System of Support.

For lateral curvature of the OPU1o
The general action is to reverse
body's weight, and so dePr"
gravity of its depresing force.

Fig. No. 7.

The above cut represa'e'
IxPwovED ABDoMINAL SUPr
removinj, visoeral welght, 5»'l

retnte truncal beari"go

in supporting the vaginal c
on each side, thus, wbll eloq
the vagins, restorlng the '
or overtaxed uterus [withoutt
ing t] to its normal posultiol

1 BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE 0 1, 704 Broadway, above 4th St.
No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive PanmPhi

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures reter to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List IcO-

Fig. No. 12.


